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Objectives and plan of this thesis
The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1.

Contribution to the development of AINA code, a safety code for the study of
plasma wall transients in nuclear fusion reactors like ITER.

2.

Contribution to ITER and DEMO Safety Studies by performing studies of
plasma related bounding events with AINA code. The objective is to analyze
loss of plasma control transients and thermohydraulic transients by assuming
that the plasma control function is lost with the objective of generating results
useful to determining if the Emergency Plasma Shut-down System (EPSS)
should be a Safety Important Component (SIC).

3.

Contribution to the development of a systems code for nuclear fusion reactor
conceptual studies.

4.

Contribution to generate with a plasma solver rationally justified plasma
specifications as input for breeding blanket design: size, shape, neutron source
3D distribution.

In Chapter 1, a brief history of plasma and nuclear fusion research is exposed. In
addition, the more important energy issues worldwide are discussed, and nuclear fusion
is placed in context with the rest of energy generation alternatives. ITER and the future
fusion demonstration reactor characteristics are shown. Safety studies and systems
studies are briefly explained.
In Chapter 2, the models and architecture of AINA safety code for ITER and
DEMO are described. Numerical, plasma, erosion, blanket and divertor models are
exposed. Also explained are all the numerical analyses done in support of the previous
models.
In Chapter 3, the ITER safety assessment «Passive plasma termination for
beryllium evaporation" is described.
In Chapter 4, the effect of two simultaneous perturbations during a Loss of Plasma
Control Transient is described.
In Chapter 5, the Safety Studies of Plasma-Wall Events with AINA code for
Japanese DEMO are described
v
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In Chapter 6, the ITER safety assessment «Review of loss of plasma control
transients in ITER" is described.
In Chapter 7, the development of a fusion neutron source model for the systems
analysis of a tokamak power plant is described.
In Chapter 8, the conclusions and summary are exposed.
In Annex 1, tables of common used terms and variables are included.
In Annex 2, figures resulting from analyses in chapter 6 are presented.
In Annex 3, the Excel macro for automation of AINA execution is presented.
In Annex 4, a code for the calculation of view factors between in-vessel surfaces
for arbitrary toroidal configurations is presented.
In Annex 5, the sensitivity analyses done with PROCESS code are presented, and
also a python script developed for automation of process execution.
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Chapter 1: Magnetic fusion research, a brief history
and current context
1.1 Introduction
The history of nuclear fusion research can be traced to an origin in the question
about the nature of Sun and its energy. No doubt this question has always accompanied
mankind, and many answers were proposed in the past, with uneven success.
However, for the sake of brevity, let’s point to a fairly recent milestone in 1939,
when the increasingly intensive efforts in astronomy and nuclear physics to unveil
Sun’s energy secret may well be considered as culminated with the work of the
German-American physicist Hans Bethe about the nucleosynthesis in stars.[Beth39]
With his work, a quantitative theory for the energy source of the stars was
formulated, that fitted well with the experimental evidence. But also, the general theory
of fusion reactions proved as mature enough to allow the beginning of nuclear fusion
research, focusing on the exploitation of those reactions to obtain energy.
There was a general optimism in the first years, but from early on, it was evident
that the high expectations were unrealistic.[Mead10] Besides, fusion research, as other
nuclear research topics, remained as a military secret for several years, and it was not
until the conference “Atoms for Peace”,[Ener58] in Geneva, that major nuclear power
countries declassified it and allowed scientists to share information.
This was a short time after Lawson, in 1957, established the fundamental
conditions needed to achieve net power,[Laws57] which are summarised in a minimum
17
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(TFTR), at Princeton, produced 10 MW from a 50% deuterium-tritium plasma.[Kmmc95]
JET owns a current world record of 16 MW, produced in 1997.[KGGL99]
In 1978, in the context of an impending oil crisis, the director general of the
IAEA, Sigvard Ecklund, sounded out the member governments sponsoring fusion
research about their interest in the development of a next major step.
Yevgeny Velikhov, on behalf of the Soviet Union, proposed that the world’s
fusion programs join together under the auspices of the IAEA to develop and operate a
first Experimental Power Reactor based on the tokamak concept.
The first step was done with the INTOR Workshop, in which fusion scientists and
engineers from EURATOM, Japan, the USA, and the Soviet Union worked to assess the
readiness of the world’s fusion programs to undertake the task.[Stac10]
The collaboration was fruitful in identifying many of the critical issues and in
suggesting areas of future research,[Frei07] and thus, on the basis of INTOR results, and in
a political context of goodwill between the Soviet Union and USA, General Secretary
Gorbachev made the recommendation to President Reagan at the 1985 Geneva summit
that led to the formation of the ITER project.
ITER conceptual design activities took place from 1988 to 1991, and produced a
consensus on the objectives and operational parameters for the machine.[Inte91]
Subsequent engineering design activities produced in 1998 a design proposal[Iter99a] for a
1,500MW reactor, and a budget, which was not accepted by the USA, who withdraw
from the project in 1999. This forced the other parties to redesign the project with a
lower budget, which led to a new design proposal in 2001 for a 500MW reactor, named
ITER-Feat.[Iter01]
The new proposal was accepted, and ITER Project started in 2006, through an
agreement signed in Paris by seven parties, EURATOM, Japan, Russia, and the USA,
which rejoined the project together with three new signing members: China, India and
Korea. ITER Organisation (IO), was established as the institution responsible of the
implementation, exploitation and decommissioning of the ITER Project, and the
location of ITER was agreed in Cadarache, France, where it is currently being built.
If ITER succeeds, it will demonstrate the viability of magnetic nuclear fusion as a
usable energy source. If so, ITER will be followed by a demonstration power plant
(DEMO), which should be the last previous step to a commercial power plant
(PROTO). However, in the conclusions of the Fusion Fast Track Experts Meeting, held
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on 27 November 2001, it was proposed that the last two stages would combine in a
single step, in order to achieve energy production in 20-30 years.[King00]

1.2 The ITER project
ITER will be the next step of the long term magnetic fusion research activities,
developed during more than sixty years. It is an international project, with parties'
population representing more than a half of the whole world population.
Its overall programmatic objective is “to demonstrate the scientific and
technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes".[Iter01]
To match this goal, ITER should burn deuterium-tritium plasmas with a sufficient
net gain Q of generated fusion energy over external energy heating, and with steadystate as an ultimate goal. It also should demonstrate the integration of essential reactor
technologies, and allow the integrated testing of the high-heat-flux and nuclear
components required. Even though ignition is not a primary objective, it is not
precluded "a priori" from the results of ITER operation.
A central goal of ITER is to demonstrate the safety and environmental potential of
fusion as an energy source.[Iter01]
The safety principles and criteria for minimising the consequences to the public
and the environment from ITER operations are based on internationally recognised
safety criteria and radiological limits following ICRP and IAEA recommendations, and
in particular on the concept of Defense in Depth and the As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA) principle.[GCMS07]

1.3 Brief introduction to ITER physics and technical basis
1.3.1 Fusion reaction
There are several possible fusion reactions which could be used to obtain energy.
However, with the currently available technology, the only practical fusion reaction to
be considered is that of deuterium and tritium (Eq. 1.1).
→

17.6

Eq. 1.1

In ITER, this reaction will take place mostly in the center of the plasma core,
where the conditions of temperature, density and residence time are more favourable.
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Although deuterium is abundant in nature, and its supply does not create a major
problem, tritium is radioactive, with a half life of 12.32 years, and the only natural
source is cosmic rays, so it does not occur naturally on Earth, in practical terms. Thus, it
will be externally provided for ITER. Moreover, to guarantee the sustainability of
fusion reactor operation, it must be generated as a part of the reactor working cycle.
This will be done through the use of a breeding blanket based on lithium, which
can absorb neutrons to produce helium and tritium. Two isotopes of lithium can be used
with this purpose: 7Li and 6Li. The 7Li reaction is endothermic and quickly decreases
with the slowing energy of neutrons. That is, it works with “fast” neutrons. Its product
is a tritium atom and a “slow” neutron (Eq. 1.2).
→

2.5

Eq. 1.2

The 6Li reaction has a cross section that increases monotonically with slowing
neutron energy, that is, it works better with slow neutrons rather than with the fast
neutrons produced by D-T fusion reaction. It is an exothermic reaction and produces
tritium and helium (Eq. 1.3)
→

4.8

Eq. 1.3

Lithium is also abundant, but the breeding blanket technology must still be
developed. A cornerstone of the ITER project will be the testing of different breeding
blanket designs, which will provide crucial information to the development of future
reactor blankets.
Tritium is a major concern from the safety point of view, and the circuits and
devices devoted to its management are an important part of the future ITER facility. The
other major concern is the activation of the wall elements by the neutron flux. However,
when compared with fission reactors, a low volume of activated products in the medium
term is foreseen.[CMDG00]

1.3.2 ITER configuration
ITER experiment will be a tokamak. The tokamak operation is based on the
confinement of plasmas with the aid of an externally supplied magnetic field. In ITER,
the plasma will be confined and heated to make possible a sustained fusion reaction
with net energy gain.
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Table 1-1: ITER main parameters, 500 MW inductive scenario[PoSM06a]

ITER Parameters
Total fusion power
Additional heating power
Q - fusion power/ additional heating
power
Average 14MeV neutron wall loading
Plasma inductive burn time
Plasma major radius (R)
Plasma minor radius (a)
Plasma current (Ip)
Toroidal field at 6.2 m radius (BT)
Type of Plasma
Volume of plasma (m3)

500 MW
50 MW
≥ 10
≥ 0.5 MW/m2
300-500 s
6.2 m
2.0 m
15 MA
5.3 T
D-T
837

Specifically, ITER will be a long pulse tokamak with elongated plasma and single
null poloidal divertor. Its main parameters can be found in several sources,[Iter01, PoSM06]
and vary depending on the considered reference scenario. Five design scenarios are
specified for ITER in the Plasma Performance Assessment document, from which the
inductive, 500 MW scenario parameters are outlined in Table 1-1.
Theoretical MHD equilibrium calculations show that the magnetic field
configuration must be toroidally closed,[GrRu58] in order to optimize confinement of the
plasma particles, which tend to move spiraling around the direction of the magnetic
field. To minimize further drifts, the field must be also twisted.
The particularity of a tokamak is the way it generates this twisted toroidal
magnetic field. In other systems, the confining field is entirely generated by external
coils or magnets. In a tokamak, an externally driven current through the plasma plays a
role in generating the twist of the confining field.
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Confinement can be increased by using an elongated and triangularised plasma
configuration. Therefore, toroidal coils are used also for shaping the plasma, and to
create the single null configuration. They are used also for position control of the
plasma, with the main mission of avoiding the VDEs.
Plasma instabilities other than the ideal MHD ones are not so dangerous in terms
of disruption risk, but can degrade confinement through different ways. A physical
mechanism to increase the confinement is called the high confinement mode, or Hmode. It is a sudden increase in the confinement that happens when the external heating
in the plasma core is increased while simultaneously edge turbulence vanishes.
However, the H-mode has a characteristic instability, which is the edge localised
modes or ELMs, which show as periodical particle and energy pulses over the scrape
off layer (SOL), multiplying the maximum energy over the divertor target. Ergodic field
coils have been successfully tested to control the intensity of ELMs and will be installed
in ITER.
The ITER plasma will be contained in a vacuum vessel, with the mission of
maintaining high vacuum (in turn contained in a cryostat), where blanket modules will
be mounted, with the mission of contain neutronic radiation, which will support First
Wall slabs, where the plasma facing tiles are mounted. The divertor is a critical element
of the wall, because it will receive the maximum surface energy density from the
plasma.
All the wall elements will be refrigerated by a high capacity cooling system, with
water as coolant fluid. Four independent cooling circuits will be installed; three for the
First Wall and blanket, and one for the divertor. Hot water from the outlet of the circuits
will be externally cooled in cooling towers, without generation of energy.
However, the burning plasma environment will limit the lifespan of the in-vessel
elements, due to radiation damage, disruptions, and other factors like the cyclical
operation mode. Therefore, different in-vessel parts must be replaced, and this will be
done with a remotely controlled manipulation system, which will work between the
Main Vessel and the Hot Cell building, where maintenance will be done. This
manipulation system includes a sophisticated robotic arm for in-vessel tasks.
The vacuum vessel will have several ports intended for maintenance, and for the
location of the heating and fuelling systems, the test blanket modules (TBMs), and other
systems and probes.
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Heating and current drive systems will have the mission of providing energy to the
plasma and creating a current during the non-inductive scenarios. They can be divided
in radiofrequency systems and neutral beam systems.[Iter99b]
There will be two fuelling systems in ITER:[NLFJ98] a gas injection system, with the
mission of injecting ions and impurities in the plasma core and also of controlling the
particle flux to the divertor; and a pellet injection system, with the mission of injecting
ions directly in the plasma core and thus with the capacity of exert isotopic control.
Tritium management will be also a major issue in ITER, because this radioactive,
artificially produced element will be supplied externally, and tritium plant balance must
be carefully controlled. ITER will be equipped with a tritium management
facility[GABC07] which will process divertor cryopumps exhaust to separate hydrogenic
ions from helium, and then to separate and store the different hydrogen isotopes.
Deuterium and tritium will be later fueled again to the tokamak from the storage device.
Tritium permeation fluxes will be recovered also from the coolant circuit and from the
ventilation circuits.
There are many other systems in ITER, like the power supply system, or the
CODAC (Control, Data Access and Communication), which will be the control system
of ITER, but to explain them in detail is beyond the purpose of this introduction.
Detailed information can be found in the available literature.[Iter01]

1.4 ITER and DEMO Safety studies
As previous studies have shown in the past, magnetic fusion technology “has very
good inherent safety qualities, among which are absence of 'chain reaction' and no
production of long-lived, highly radiotoxic products”.[CMDG00]
The inherent safety characteristics of a fusion reactor are due to the very low fuel
inventory inside the plasma chamber and to the passive shutdown characteristic of the
plasma in case of malfunction.[GuRC00]
Regarding radioactivity, only tritium is radioactive among fuels, and its half-life is
12.32 years. Additionally, the activated materials resulting from the neutronic flux
would need less than 100 years to reduce their activity to low levels.[GuRC00]
ITER Safety studies have developed a technical safety basis for the regulatory and
licensing of the ITER site, with attention to emissions during normal operation,
occupational safety, decommissioning, and potential accidents and incidents.
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Figurre 1-3 Acciden
nt analysis proocess in ITER and DEMO safety
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studies, which prescribe a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches to find
the accident sequences challenging the confinement. It is outlined in the diagram shown
in Figure 1-3.
Top-down and bottom-up strategies are combined through a PIE-PIT diagram. A
list of Postulated Initiating Events (PIEs) is produced from a Functional Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FFMEA) study.
Additionally, the study of the confinement strategy leads to the formulation of a
Master Logic Diagram (MLD) where the top event is an excessive off-site release,
which allows the determination of several plant confinement states where a release was
produced. Reference events producing a release of radioactive materials are postulated
for each plant state.
Then, accident sequences are studied for each PIE, determining which plant state
is reached at the end of the sequence. The results are then shown in a PIE-PIT matrix.
By assigning frequency category and radiological consequences, it is then possible
to determine the bounding events for each plant state in terms of risk.

1.5 DEMO design activities
There are several conceptual DEMO studies around the world.[FZZZ09, KNHC08,
MCPL06, TNEK09, Wu08]
As for the European approach, EuroFUSION, through its agency
Fusion for Energy, is working together with Japan in the Broader Approach project to
develop a DEMO reactor, progressing along the following main lines:[Tsun09]
 The development of burning DT plasmas, and the understanding of
issues like alpha particle heating efficiency or burning fraction optimisation,
which will be pursued during ITER operation.
 The optimisation of stable, steady state plasma operation, which will be
explored by means of alternative designs, like advanced tokamaks or
stellarators.
 The study of material compatibility with the high neutronic and surface
energy loads expected, which will be developed by IFMIF facility, now in
EVEDA phase.
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 The development of efficient breeding blanket systems, in terms of
tritium generation and high temperature heat extraction. This task will be
undergone also during ITER operation, through the TBM testing program.
Therefore, the final design will depend on the results from the ITER experiment
and from the IFMIF irradiation facility, as well as on the results coming from other
fusion experiments, like EAST, K-STAR, SST-1 and Tore Supra.

1.5.1 The TECNO_FUS program
One of the most challenging components of a future fusion reactor is the breeding
blanket. ITER will work with externally supplied tritium, but a fusion power plant must
generate its own tritium to ensure the viability of the process. Thus, all the ITER Parties
(EU, USA, China, Japan, Korea and India) plan to test breeding blanket mock-up
modules in ITER.
TECNO_FUS[SSHV09] was a Spanish Fusion Technology Program articulated
around the conceptual design of a Breeding Blanket and its Plant Auxiliary Systems.
The R&D activities developed in this program were:
-

Advanced neutronics for design of fusion technology components,

-

Development of production and characterisation capabilities of fusion
reactors materials,

-

Computational fluid-dynamics for magneto-hydrodynamics for Fusion
Technology,

-

Component structural thermo-mechanics and electromagnetic design
analysis,

-

Conception and design of singular plants for the research of auxiliary
systems like power or tritium systems,

-

Safety and environmental impact studies of fusion technology,

-

Development of specific instrumentation for the basic set of design
responses,

-

Components and systems engineering integration,

-

Confined plasma for fusion reactor design and specifications.
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The activities are integrated around the design of a Dual Coolant He/Lead-Lithium
breeding blanket and plant auxiliary systems for DEMO fusion reactor
specifications.[MCPL06]
The activity in relation to the development of plasma specifications for fusion
reactor design has been developed in the frame of this thesis work. It included the
development and validation of a systems code, able to create plasma equilibria and
geometry specifications that can be used as an input for conceptual design activities.
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Chapter 2: The AINA 3.0 code
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Antecedents of AINA code
AINA, acronym of Analyses of IN-vessel Accidents, is a code that integrates a
global balance plasma dynamics model and a radial and poloidal thermal analysis of invessel components by considering separately First Wall and divertor modules and
performing a thermal analysis for each one in the depth direction. AINA is an evolution
of the SAFALY[HBUS97a] code, developed by Takuro Honda at HRL, Hitachi, Ltd. in the
frame of a JAERI contract. SAFALY code was built on the basis of simplified models
and it was thought to be fully adaptable to the quantitative analysis of accidental
sequences of a tokamak. Uncertainties coming up from design of the reactor, from
plasma physics or from material properties could be overcome with parametric studies
and the adaptability of the code.
In the beginning, it was used to evaluate events of power excursion in the old
ITER design of 1.5GW[HBUS97b] and it was gradually improved to analyse different
accidental events taking into consideration burning control, confinement mode
transition and impurities transport, among others.
Finally in 2001, SAFALY was used to evaluate some accidental sequences of loss
of plasma control inside the ITER of 0.5GW.[HBNS01] Since then, no improvement or
actualisation of the code was implemented until 2004, when the European Fusion
Development Agreement (EFDA) transferred the code to the Fusion Energy
Engineering Laboratory (FEEL) of the Technical University of CataloniaBarcelonaTech, where further development is still being carried out.
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The version of the code that arrived to the FEEL is stored as JA001207, that is a
modified version by Mr. Neyatani from JAHT in December 2000 as deduced from code
comments. From 2004 to 2007, the SAFALY code was upgraded and validated,[DaDI00,
Izqu06, Sola05, Tous00]
and the evolved code received the name of AINA.
Since 2009, in the frame of a contract between ITER and the Technical University
of Catalonia-Barcelona Tech, a new code has been developed, on the basis of the same
0D plasma algorithms and 1D wall thermal algorithms, receiving the name of AINA
2.0.[DiRB10a, DiRB10b, DRBD10a, DRBD10b]
The current number for stable version is 3,[RiDi13] and has two sub-versions, 3.0 for
ITER and 3.1 for DEMO water cooled pebble bed blanket. Versions 3.2, 3.3, 3 .4 and 3.5
are foreseen for European next step blankets.

2.1.2 AINA requirements definition
AINA is a code used for tokamak safety studies, specifically for the study of the
effect of off-normal plasma events over the integrity of in-vessel components, from a
thermal point of view.
The considered accidents that can lead to these plasma transients are perturbations
in fuelling or external heating systems of plasma, or thermohydraulic accidents without
in-vessel leak, or a combination of both, and always assuming the complete loss of the
plasma control function, until a passive shutdown ends the plasma discharge.
The devices that are susceptible to be studied with AINA code are ITER and
DEMO fusion reactors. The safety studies to be done with this code are intended to
provide information useful as input for other calculations in the frame of accident
sequence analyses. Also in the frame of conceptual design activities, for the design of
the plasma control system, to decide about the maximum recovery time in case of
malfunction, and whether or not the Emergency Plasma Shut-down System (EPSS)
should be a Safety Important System (SIC) for a specific fusion reactor design.
AINA code uses simplified models for plasma dynamics, plasma-wall interaction
and wall thermal evolution. Its purpose is to establish an envelope for the worst effects
that such transients can cause, useful to extract conclusions in a safety analysis.
Therefore, its models must be conservative from a safety point of view. This goal
is achieved by entering margins in the physical models that guarantee a maximum in the
final effects over the wall that is over the expected results from a more realistic physical
model.[UPWB96]
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-

Calculation of steady state equilibrium. It is used in determining the limits of
the plasma operating window and in establishing the initial condition for a
transient simulation.

-

Propagation of a transient in time. It takes the steady state equilibrium as the
initial condition and, on the basis of programmed perturbations, calculates
the time evolution of the system.

For both simulation processes, the flux diagram in Figure 2-1 explains the
calculations that are done.

2.1.4 Interface applications
The graphical interface is called AINA_GUI.1 It is a Windows application that
allows the configuration of input parameters and the rendering of output parameters. It
is described in a previous work,,[IDEU08] and is not included here.
For advanced studies with AINA an Excel macro in Visual Basic has been
developed. It allows the execution of a list of simulations with AINA code and the
processing of the results, extracting useful statistics like maxima, minima or average
values for each of the solution variables. It is described in Annex 3.

1

There is also an interface library which is necessary to deal with the link between the c#
managed code of AINA_GUI and the c++ unmanaged code of AINA_CORE.
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2.2 The plasma core model
In AINA code, a 0D multi-fluid approach is used to solve the mass and energy
balance of the plasma core. The terms of the balance equations are calculated through
volume integrals which use a simplified toroidal geometry and radial profiles of plasma
density and temperature. MHD equilibrium results are determined by external input
parameters. The heat conduction losses are calculated using an overall confinement time
scaling.
AINA code can calculate the steady state equilibrium from a specified fusion
power and average ion temperature. If a perturbation is introduced in the plasma for a
safety analysis, the code can calculate the time evolution of the plasma variables.
The 0D, or “overall balance” model of the plasma core, calculates the solution of
the conservation equations of mass and energy considered in the overall plasma core
system. The transport problem is avoided by using a value for the global confinement
time and energy particles, which can be extracted from theoretical considerations or
using an empirical or semi-empirical scaling. IPB98 scaling, based on multi-machine
database,[Iter99b] which was used for ITER design, is also used in AINA code.
The advantage of using a 0D approach is its lower computational requirement.
That is why 0D codes are still used for sensitivity or optimisation studies where a large
number of simulations are required, and where there is often a significant theoretical
uncertainty.
A drawback of 0D codes, when compared with transport codes, is that radial
profiles are not calculated, but must be provided as an input argument to the
calculations. In the case of ITER, safety analyses are performed over a set of reference
design and plasma scenarios.[PoSM06a]

2.2.1 Geometry of plasma used in AINA code
An axisymmetric torus is considered, with a poloidal section shape of the LCMS
composed by four elliptical arcs.
To define these arcs, two elongations
,
and two triangularities
,
,
plus the value of minor toroidal radius are used. To determine volume and surface of
plasma, the major toroidal radius is needed also.
Volume and surface results are shown in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2
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Eq. 2.1
Eq. 2.2

2

With pi the approximate poloidal perimeter,[Rama14] of each of the four ellipse arcs,
and Ri the radii of the centroids of each of the quarter elliptical areas. The external area
is obtained then by applying Pappus theorem.[KeBl46] (Eq. 2.3, Eq. 2.4, Eq. 2.5, Eq. 2.6,
Eq. 2.7, Eq. 2.8, Eq. 2.9, Eq. 2.10).
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2.2.2 Volume integrals, volume average values, linear average values
Parabolic functions are used to model radial profiles of density, temperature and
current, as shown in Eq. 2.11.

x r

x

α

r
a

1

Eq. 2.11

The volume average of a magnitude is calculated as shown in Eq. 2.12 whereas
the line average is calculated as shown in Eq. 2.13.
〈 〉

Eq. 2.12

̅

Eq. 2.13

In the case of a parabolic profile, the results are shown in Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2.15.
〈 〉

1,

1

̅

1
,
2

1

Eq. 2.14
Eq. 2.15

All the variables included in the 0D plasma balance equations are calculated as
volume integrals of quantities that are taken as constant in every isoflux surface. This in
practice means that they are functions of local variables that in this model are calculated
by parabolic radial profiles and not of by actual geometrical position.
With this consideration in mind, the volume integral of a function is calculated as
.
shown in Eq. 2.16, with
Eq. 2.16

2.2.3 Particles and power balance
As it was mentioned before, the code contains a global balance model for plasma
dynamics. This model is able to determine the steady state parameters of the plasma,
taking as input parameters volume averaged ionic temperature, and fusion power.
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Besides, it is able to calculate the time evolution of the initial equilibrium when some
perturbation in plasma equilibrium is configured.
The principles of conservation of mass and energy are used to formulate the
balance equations of the system.

2.2.4 Particles balance in the main plasma
The mass balance equations for core plasma are shown in Eq. 2.17.
Eq. 2.17

2

,

,
,

,

,
,

Electric charge conservation assumption allows the calculation of the electron
density. A complete ionisation is assumed for all the considered species (Eq. 2.18).
Eq. 2.18

2

The total alpha particles source is calculated by volume integration of the specific
alpha particle source (Eq. 2.18).
S   s dV

Eq. 2.19

V

The percentage of both deuterium and tritium is assumed to be 50%. Thus, the
specific alpha source term is given by Eq. 2.20.
n D  nT 

nH
2

s   n D nT v

Eq. 2.20

DT



1 2
n H v
4

DT

The velocity averaged cross-section of the deuterium-tritium nuclear fusion
reaction is calculated with the Bosch-Hale fit (Eq. 2.21).[HsGm92]
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Eq. 2.21

  T 1  T C 2  T C 4  T  C 6 1  T C 5  T  C 7 
  BG2 4 

13

BG  34.3827
C 2  1.51361  10  2
C 5  1.35  10  2

mr c 2  1.124656  10 6
C 3  7.51886  10  2
C 6  1.06750  10  4

C1  1.17302  10 9
C 4  4.60643  10 3
C 7  1.366  10 5

For the initial equilibrium, Eq. 2.17 transforms in Eq. 2.22.
Eq. 2.22

2

,
,

,

,

,

Which is solved when we define the confinement times (Eq. 2.38, Eq. 2.40), the
impurity sources (Eq. 2.79) and the value of the hydrogen density, that can be calculated
if we assume known the ion temperature profile and the isotopic composition (Eq. 2.20)
by just specifying the fusion power.
Eq. 2.23

2.2.5 Power balance in the main plasma
The power balance equations for core plasma are shown in Eq. 2.24.
3
2
3
2

,

3
2

,

,

Eq. 2.24
,

3
2

,

,

The power exchanged between ions and electrons is shown in Eq. 2.25.[HBUS97b,
WeCa04]
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3
2

3
2

Eq. 2.25
,

,

,

,

2

Where , is the heat exchange time[WeCa04] and
frequency, given by Eq. 2.26.

/

τ

,

3 2π

/

,

is the electron collision

/

ε m T
n , Z e ln Λ

Eq. 2.26

The frequency of collisions is determined by the faster electrons. The energy is
transferred to the ions by a fraction me/mi.[WeCa04]
The final result is shown in Eq. 2.27.
pie  1.5  10 19  ln   ne  
k

Z k nk Ti  Te
Ak Te1.5

Eq. 2.27

Where Ak is the atomic mass, Zk the atomic number and ln Λ is the Coulomb
logarithm.

2.2.6 Heating
The alpha power sources are calculated with Eq. 2.28. It is assumed also that
alpha particles remain confined until they get thermalised, except for those ripple lost.
Therefore, the Pα term represents the alpha power which effectively thermalizes inside
the plasma. The ripple factor is an input parameter of the simulation.
S 

1
n H2 v

4V

DT

dV

3 

P  S   E  Ti (1  f ripple )
2 
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The fraction of alpha power absorbed by electrons is shown in Eq. 2.29.[HBUS97a]
.

1

50

0.37

Eq. 2.29

50

The ohmic heating power density is[AJDU01] shown in Eq. 2.30.

p    j 2

Eq. 2.30

To obtain the ohmic current from the total poloidal current, the bootstrap and
current drive components must be substracted (Eq. 2.31).
j   j P  j BS  jCD

Eq. 2.31

And the plasma resistivity parallel to the magnetic field is given by the product of
the Spitzer resistivity corrected for impurities  S , and the neoclassical correction factor
 NC (Eq. 2.32).
Z eff ln 

   S  NC   0
 0  0.51
 NC 

Te1.5

m1e .5 e 2

3 2 

1.5

2
0

 NC

Eq. 2.32

 1.66  10 9

1

1  1.95 
 A

0.5

 0.95


A

2.2.7 Power losses
The power losses in the plasma core can be summarised as radiation losses and
confinement losses. Radiation losses originate in charged particles’ acceleration.
Because of their lighter mass, electrons suffer harsher accelerations, so only their effects
are considered here.
Depending on the origin of the acceleration of the electrons, the core radiation can
be divided in bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. Bremsstrahlung radiation is
emitted in the range of the X-rays’ wavelengths mainly due to the electron-ion
collisions.
Power losses by Bremsstrahlung are calculated in code by means of the
expression[GoRu95] in Eq. 2.33.
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Eq. 2.33

pbr  3.34 10 21 ne  Z k2 nk Te0.5
k

Synchrotron radiation has its origin in the gyromotion of the electrons around the
direction of the magnetic field confining the plasma. Because of the complexity of the
exact calculation, synchrotron radiation losses are roughly calculated by expressions
deduced for homogeneous cylindrical plasmas[TrKu58]. The emission is in the millimetre
wavelength region. Consequently, the emmited radiation is both absorbed by the plasma
itself and reflected by the First Wall.
Synchrotron power losses are computed through the Albajar fit (Eq. 2.34).[AlJG01]

Psyn ,r ( MW )  3.84  10 8 1  r  Ra 1.38 k 0.79
1/ 2



 Bt2.62 ne00.38
( 20 )Te0 16  Te0



2.61

1.51


Te 
 1  0.12 0.041 

pa0 

 K  n ,  T ,  T G  A 
Eq. 2.34

where
K  n ,  T ,  T    n  3.87 T  1.46 

 0.79

 1.98   T 

1.36



 T2.14

  T1.53  1.87 T  0.16



1.33

G  A  0.931  0.85 exp  0.82 A
pa0  6.04  10 3

ane0 ( 20 )
Bt

Because of the presence of impurities, power losses are enhanced. On the one
hand, the bremsstrahlung radiation increases because of the higher value of the effective
charge of the plasma. On the other hand, several atomic physical processes such as
ionisation by electron collisions, radiative recombination, charge exchange
recombination and excitation produce the so-called line radiation.
The line radiation is maximal at low temperatures, i.e. of the order of tens of eV,
for the low Z impurities, and of the order of 1 keV for medium Z impurities, and it
vanishes for core temperatures in which such species are fully ionised. Heavy impurities
(metals) and their associated line radiation must be absolutely avoided in a
thermonuclear plasma core.
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With the previous statements, it seems obvious that line radiation losses will be
only important at the plasma edge, where they contribute to dissipate the conductiveconvective heat flux. Thus, radiation losses at the plasma core power balance are
dominated by bremsstrahlung radiation.[AJDU01]

Line power losses, due to electronic transitions in not completely ionised atoms in
the plasma, are expected to be important only in the relatively cold plasma edge. Near
the plasma axis, only high Z impurities like tungsten would radiate, but they are
expected to be marginal in the plasma core.
Three options have been used in AINA code. The first one, due to Uckan,[UPWB96]
was inherited from SAFALY code, and is shown in Eq. 2.35. It requires the steady state
value to be introduced as input.
Pedge
0
Pedge

 f z edge
 0
f
 z edge






0.75

 nedge
 0
n
 edge






1.5

 n z edge  ne
 0
0
n
 z edge  ne






0.75

Eq. 2.35

0
Where Pedge
is the steady state value of edge radiation, which can be specified by

input, fz edge  n z  edge n edge the impurity fraction at the edge and n edge  k  n e the
electron density at the edge calculated by the fraction of n edge n e , given by input.
The second one is due to Matthews et al.[MAAG97] It was obtained through a multimachine regression, and fits reasonably well with the current experimental evidence. It
is shown in Eq. 2.36 and was used in the AINA 2.0 version.
Pedge

*
10 33 1.95 1.03 Z eff  1

ne S
5 .6
Z r0.19

Eq. 2.36
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1
Z eff
*
Z eff

0

Z0
  r
1  Zr





0.19

However, the previous expressions do not take into account the possible variations
in the temperature and radial profiles of the plasma during a transient. Therefore, in the
3.0 version of AINA code, the line power is evaluated following the method exposed by
Post and Jensen,[PJTG77] as it was proposed also in a previous work,[Izqu06] but now the
line power losses are effectively integrated over the plasma volume, thus taking into
account the local variations in temperature, density and impurity fraction (Eq. 2.37),
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pline  ne  n z  Lz

Eq. 2.37

with
5

log 10 Lz   Ai  log 10 Ti keV 

i

i 0

where A (i ) are the polynomial fitting coefficients for each of the impurity
species.

2.2.8 Confinement time, confinement mode transition
The transport problem in a 0-D code is solved by using a global scaling for
particle and energy confinement times. This way, the conductive losses are calculated as
the quotient between the plasma mass, or energy, and the corresponding confinement
time.
For the energy confinement time, empirical scalings based on a multi-machine
database[Iter99b] are used to determine the corresponding values in H or L mode. In Eq.
2.38, the equations used in AINA code for H-mode and L-mode scalings are shown.
ITER98(y) updated law H - mode
0.58

a
0.41 0.15 0.19  0.69
Ai P
F
 E,e  0.0562 I R   k H0.78
5 , 6 n19 B
R
ITER98(y) updated law L - mode
0.93

 E,e 

Eq. 2.38

1.97

0.4 0.03 0.2
Ai
0.023I 0.96 R 1.83 k H0.64
5, 6 n19 B

a
 
R

0.06

P

F

0.73

These scalings have a limited range of validity, and thus, during the simulation of
a plasma transient, can yield physically implausible results. Therefore, they are bounded
with a scaling based on theoretical considerations (Eq. 2.39), as prescribed by
Uckan.[UPWB96]

 E  min E neoclassical ; E  ; E ELMy H mo de 
 min E  ; E ELMy H mo de 
 E    0.07n20 aR 2 q 

Eq. 2.39

" Neo Alcator scaling"

The value of the energy confinement time at steady state is required for the
calculation of plasma energy conductive losses. The scaling law for particle
confinement time  p is not sufficiently established compared with that of the energy
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confinement time, mainly due to existence of two dominant particle sources, i.e. central
fuelling by NBI and pellet injection; and edge fuelling by gas puffing and recycling.
Scaling laws for particle confinement time in ELMy H-mode plasmas of JT-60U and
DIII-D were proposed with separately defined confinement times for central fuelling
and edge fuelling[HKAN99, TaMB01]. However, there is not yet a database with data from
many machines like the one for the energy confinement time.[Kike07].
Therefore, assumptions for the relative magnitude of τ , and τ
[HBUS97b]

basis of the energy confinement time of the electrons

,

are used on the

(Eq. 2.40),

 E ,i  C i E ,e ,  P ,i   P ,imp  C P E ,e ,  P ,  C  E ,e

Eq. 2.40

where C i , C P and C are constants. Ion energy confinement time is taken as the
same as the electron energy confinement time.
The transition between confinement modes H and L is considered to take place
when the power crossing the separatrix by loss of confinement goes beyond or falls
below a certain threshold power.
We take the expressions in Eq. 2.41 for transitions from H to L and from L to H
being as conservative as possible from the maximum achievable fusion power point of
view,[UPWB96]
if PSEP  PTHR  
 Transition

H L

if PSEP  PTHR  
 Transition

LH

PTHR  0.2  min PTHRi  i  1 5

Eq. 2.41

PTHR  0.5  min PTHRi  i  1 5

where the threshold values (Eq. 2.42) are calculated as prescribed in the “Plasma
Performance Assessment” ITER document.[PoSM06a]
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Eq. 2.42
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The power value used for both the confinement time scalings and the L-H mode
transitions (Eq. 2.43) is also calculated as prescribed in the “Plasma Performance
Assessment” ITER document, and is estimated to be about 30% more
conservative.[PoSM06a]
P  P  Paux  Poh  Pbr  Psy 

Pli

Eq. 2.43

3

2.2.9 Other plasma parameters and models
The bootstrap current ratio, the fraction of the toroidal current which is selfgenerated due to the bootstrap effect, is calculated as shown in Eq. 2.44.[AERG92]

f bootstrap 



I boot
 C bs  1 2  p
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Eq. 2.44
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2

The resistive loop voltage (Eq. 2.45) can be calculated using the previously
defined neoclassical resistivity.[UcOC91]
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e   j 

Eq. 2.45
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2.2.10 Instabilities driving to plasma termination
The termination of the plasma discharge due to a disruption means the end of the
simulation in AINA code. The following ways of plasma termination have been
implemented:



Beta limit (Troyon limit),[FRHS84]
β
β

I MA
a mB T

g

Where, in Eq. 2.46, g

Eq. 2.46

β

is an empiric coefficient. Beta is the ratio

between kinetic and magnetic pressure: when plasma’s kinetic pressure
is greater than magnetic confinement there’s a disruption, but if kinetic
pressure isn’t enough to withstand magnetic pressure to a certain
degree it shrinks to the point of collapse as well.



Density limit (Greenwald limit:)[Mart02] there is a limit on the mean
density of electrons before a disruptive plasma ending, given by Eq.
2.47





n e 10 20 m 3 

I MA 
  a2 m2

 

Eq. 2.47

A value of 2·Greenwald limit has been specified as conservative
enough from the safety point of view.



Radiative collapse. If, during a transient simulation, the radiated power
exceeds the input power supplied by means of external heating (NBI
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and RF) and α-power, fusion can’t be self-sustained any more (Eq.
2.48). Hence, the plasma finishes disruptively.

P  Paux  Poh  Pbr  Psy  Pli  0


Eq. 2.48

Locked modes: these are instabilities susceptible to drive the plasma to
a sudden disruption. They are very likely to appear during the low
density phase required for H-mode access, although they might also be
present in other transients.[HBNS01] A lower bound (Eq. 2.49) has been
specified in code based on ITER Physics Basis document.[Iter99b]
n e  2  10 19 m 3
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2.3 The plasma-wall interaction model
2.3.1 Introduction
The tokamak plasma, although confined by a magnetic field, is still in contact with
a solid wall that strongly influences its characteristics. To minimize contact with the
wall, limiters or divertors are used.
ITER uses a poloidal divertor with a single null configuration. This means that
most of the plasma-wall interaction takes place in the divertor. In the First Wall,
nevertheless, non-negligible processes develop, where neutral recombination plays a
central role. Impurities flows produced by erosion of the First Wall have the drawback
that they have a particularly high efficiency to enter in the central plasma compared
with those produced in the divertor.[Stan00]
Divertor operation is taken as defined in the Plasma Performance Assessment
document,[PoSM06a] in a semi-detached regime. However, the model allows the divertor
operation regime to change during a transient.[THNH98]
The plasma wall interaction model implemented in AINA focuses on two aspects:

 Calculation of energy fluxes, necessary for the thermal equilibrium
calculation of the wall. These energy fluxes include the fluxes coming from the
plasma and the fluxes emitted from the wall. The fluxes coming from the plasma
can be classified as:
1. Neutron power deposition. Neutrons penetrate the wall, so the
deposition has volumetric nature.
2. Surface wall loading at First Wall. It is considered, for the
purposes of modelling in AINA code, to happen at the wall surface. Its
origins are electromagnetic power losses at plasma core and the energy of
the particles colliding with First Wall.
3. Surface wall loading at divertor. At the targets, surface wall
loading is considered to come exclusively from the colliding particles. At
the rest of the divertor, it comes from EM power and also from colliding
particles. The behaviour, however, depends on the regime of the divertor:
attached, detached or semidetached.
The fluxes emitted from the wall are used for wall thermal equilibrium calculation.
The radiative balance between surfaces is calculated taking into account the view factor,
which is calculated with an external code developed in the frame of this thesis.[RiDF15]
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 Calculation of surface erosion and impurity fluxes to core plasma, on the
basis of particle fluxes hitting the wall. The calculation process is as follows:
1. Particle fluxes wall loading obtained on the basis of data from
SOLPS simulation[KLKR09] is used to interpolate during plasma transient to
obtain particle fluxes. Then, the energy of particles at the wall surface is
calculated with a sheath model.
2. Erosion of surfaces is calculated from the previous result, taking
into account physical sputtering and radiation enhanced sublimation.
3. Impurity flux to core plasma is then calculated from erosion data
with a simple model that uses a screening factor and a time delay as main
modelling parameters. [HBUS97a]
Surfaces for the calculation regions cover the entire wall surface, except for the
targets area, which is variable. For each calculation region, the maximum flux value is
taken in order to make the result more robust.

2.3.2 AINA model of power deposition in in-vessel components
2.3.2.1 Surface heat fluxes

The equation for the surface heat fluence calculation at a generic module of First
Wall is shown in Eq. 2.50, where Prad,core is the total electromagnetic power radiated
from the plasma core, fwall loading is the peaking factor in the calculation region and
surface is the wall surface of the corresponding module:
Eq. 2.50
q

,

In the case of ITER radiative surface load at First Wall, due to the difficulty and
uncertainties to determine a poloidal wall loading, a peaking value is assumed for all the
poloidal section.[Loar08]
In the case of Japanese DEMO, a tentative wall loading was produced on the
basis of SONIC code simulation data.[HASN14]

At targets, peak power flux is calculated with parametric equations based on SOLPS
simulations[AHGG03, GHGA07, PKPJ07] and at the rest of divertor, heat fluxes are calculated on
the basis of a wall loading for the remainder of power flux to divertor.
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Eq. 2.51

q

The wetted area of divertor target is adjusted to keep the energy balance in
divertor. The poloidal width of the wetted area tends to decrease with the increase in
qdiv-target, a tendency which is consistent with the experimental results.[Ayma01a]
Finally, to calculate the flux boundary condition for the thermal equilibrium at invessel walls, the energy of colliding particle fluxes (ions, electrons, neutrals) is added,
the sublimation energy is substracted, and finally 3D radiative thermal equilibrium with
other in-vessel surfaces is calculated.
q

q

q

q

q

,

Eq. 2.52

2.3.2.2 Neutronic heat flux

The AINA model for thermal load in a generic wall module due to incoming
fusion neutrons is shown in Eq. 2.53, where Sα is calculated in Eq. 2.28, En is the mean
energy of neutrons, fwall loading is the wall loading function in the surface of the module,
and surfacej is the wall surface of the corresponding calculation region:
q

Eq. 2.53

0,0

To obtain the radial, or volumetric heat flux deposition during transient, a
weighting coefficient based on the variation of fusion power with respect to initial
equilibrium is used.
,

q

Eq. 2.54

0,0

0

In the case of ITER, neutron wall loading has been taken from the ITER Safety
Analysis Data List document.[Topi08] In Figure 2-2 the steady state neutron wall loading
of the ITER 500MW inductive scenario is shown.
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Figure 2-2 Neutronicc load per callculation regioon (First Walll, configured in
i 9 calculatioon regions) for
500MW inductive
i
ITER
R reference sccenario[Topi0
08]

e
deposittion of AINA 33.0 for the 2nd
d module in th
he steady statee of the 500 MW
M
Figure 2--3 Profile of energy
inductive scenario[Sola05]
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Regardiing the weighting of neeutronic heat load, an inverse
i
expponential fun
nction is
ussed (Eq. 2.55).
,

,

,

∝

∙

Eq. 2.55

e
Figure
F
2-3 iis included. It shows the
t radial pprofile of deposited
d
As an example,
ennergy by neeutrons in region
r
2 forr the reacto
or operating
g at in the inductive 500
5 MW
sccenario.
In the case
c
of Japanese DEMO
O, the poloiidal wall loaading of neuutron powerr and the
raadial profilee of power depositionn at the outer midplan
ne position are input data for
A
AINA, obtainned by exteernal neutroonics analyssis performed for a refference equ
uilibrium
[STUT15]
sccenario by JAEA
J
Fusio
on Reactor D
Design Grou
up
an
nd UPC-FE
EEL group.[FFabb14]
In Figure 2-4, polo
oidal neutronn wall loadiing data forr the Japaneese DEMO design
d
is
shhown.

Fiigure 2-4 Neutron wall load
d distribution in the poloida
al section for Japanese
J
WCP
CPB DEMO
deesign.[STUT155]
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Figure 2--5 Radial proffile of neutron
n power depossition density in
i radial direcction at outer equatorial
location

Inn the case off divertor, an
n inverse exxponential function
f
is also
a used, liike in the caase
of ITER
R.
Ass an example Figure 2--5 is includeed. It showss the radial profile of nneutron pow
wer
depositiion density at outer equatorial loccation for th
he reactor operating in the referen
nce
[STUT15]]
steady sstate.
Thhis model assumes
a
thaat the radiaal profile off neutron en
nergy depossition doesn
n’t
change during thee simulation
n. This hyp
ypothesis caan give rise to errorss because the
t
variation of blankkets’ tempeerature chan
anges the cross
c
sectio
on for interractions with
neutronns.
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2.3.2.3 Particle fluxes for erosion calculation

Particle fluxes are used as input data to calculate wall loading over each of the 27
calculation regions that compose the poloidal in-vessel configuration in AINA code
(first-wall + divertor).
For each region, a poloidal angular range is defined, with center in the plasma axis,
and input particle data is integrated to obtain an averaged wall-loading. These averaged
particle fluxes are used in steady state equilibrium calculations.
For transient calculations, the model assumes that the poloidal weighting of wall
loading does not change but the total magnitude of flux does.
Therefore, a weighting coefficient is applied over the initial value of particle fluxes
to obtain the value at some instant of the transient.
This coefficient is calculated by dividing the particle losses (of each respective j
species) at instant t over the particle losses at initial equilibrium.

Γ,

Eq. 2.56

,

Γ,

,

In the case of particle temperatures, the coefficient applied is calculated with the
temperature of the respective species j in plasma.
T,

T,

T,

Eq. 2.57

T,

In the case of neutral energies, the coefficient applied is calculated as a composition
of the two previous coefficients, which also represents a proportion between conductive
losses at instant t and at the initial equilibrium. Letter j represents the different species.
,

E,

,
,

E,

,

,
,
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In the case of ITER, the particle fluxes used for the calculation of erosion over the
First Wall have been taken from published data of a SOLPS simulation.[KLKR09]
In the case of Japanese DEMO design, data was provided by simulations made
with SONIC code.[HASN14]
Erosion at divertor uses fluxes from the divertor model, which use different
variables for calculation, like edge density or conductive losses.

2.3.2.4 Plasma sheath model

For the calculation of the energies that the particles have when they collide with
the wall, a collisionless 1-D sheath model is used, based on the results of various studies
on the plasma sheath which have been compiled by Stangeby.[Stan00]
The incident energy of ions on the surface is equal to the sum of the energy with
which ions enter the pre-sheath, the energy gained in the pre-sheath and the energy
gained in the assumed collision-less sheath (Eq. 2.59).
3
2

Φ

Eq. 2.59

The incident ion flux on the surface is the same as the ion flux entering the sheath
from the pre-sheath (Eq. 2.60).
Γ

Eq. 2.60

And finally, the energy fluxes over the surface are shown in Eq. 2.61.
Γ cos
2 Γ cos
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2.3.2.5 Target peak heat flux calculation during transients

In past calculations, only parabolic radial profiles were used for plasma core
calculations. Besides, divertor model consisted in a very rough interpolation.[THNH98]
In this work, an integrated pedestal and SOL model has been implemented in
AINA code, based on SOL scalings[AHGG03, GHGA07, PKPJ07] and pedestal scalings.[John11]
By using the µ# constant normalised to 1 at incipient detachment to define the
divertor regime, it is possible to estimate the initial equilibrium and the transient
evolution of the SOL-core plasma coupled model.
At every initial equilibrium of plasma, target power flux can be specified at a
design value, that in present calculations was 10 MW/m2. This target power flux,
together with values at the interface pedestal-SOL, define a regime represented by the
μ# parameter.[AHGG03]
- During a plasma transient, as core plasma conditions change, also divertor
conditions and target power flux evolve, causing change in target thermal equilibrium.
Parametric equations were used to estimate divertor evolution during a plasmawall transient. The flux diagram for calculations is as follows:
Initial equilibrium:








Prescribe an initial value for qtar,peak
Calculate the corresponding mu value
calculate pressure at entrance of private area
Calculate throughput from plasma core data
Calculate pumping speed, check it is under the engineering limit
Calculate upstream values for nsep, Tsep and feedback calculation of plasma
core equilibrium
 Repeat the loop until equilibrium is found
Transient:





The pumping speed is a constant during transient (loss of control assumed)
Variation in throughput induces variation in divertor pressure and thus in
divertor regime (μ#)
Rest of calculations similar to initial equilibrium
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2.3.3 Impurity production
2.3.3.1 Introduction

The Plasma Facing Components (PFC) elements of First Wall and divertor are
designed to withstand severe conditions in contact with plasma. High temperatures,
radiation and interaction with the scrape-off layer and other particle fluxes degrade and
erode the PFC tiles.
Erosion produces a flux of particles which can enter the plasma as impurities. This
behaviour is inherent to the nature of plasma wall interaction, but it can be cause of
several undesirable effects. On one hand, impurities can affect plasma cooling it down
due to Bremsstrahlung and line radiation. On the other hand, the sustained erosion of
the wall will lead to reactor maintenance halts in order to replace some of the PFC
elements.
Nevertheless, erosion process can give rise to beneficial effects. It can help to shut
down the fusion, becoming a passive safety mechanism. For instance, if a LOCA occurs,
the overheating of the wall will lead to an increase of the impurity production, and
hence to plasma ending.[Aman96]
2.3.3.2 Description of the model

The impurity production model is composed by two main sources. The first one is
the thermal sublimation source and only depends on PFC temperature. The second one
is the erosion source; it’s composed by several different processes and depends on both
the PFC temperature and the ion and neutral fluxes (as in the case of RES) or only in
particle fluxes (as in the case of physical sputtering).
Plasma-wall interaction models included in the new module are, first:

 Thermal sublimation: Model described by Uckan[UPWB96]
 Physical sputtering: Updated model from Bohdansky - Yamamura[GaER95]
 Chemical erosion: Roth’s model for the graphite[Roth99]
 Radiation enhanced sublimation: Model described by Doerner[DBKS05]
Secondly, the sheath is modelled on the basis of the one-dimensional acollisional
model described by Stangeby.[Stan00] In this version, only the Debye sheath is considered
for the model.
Distribution of particle fluxes (ions and neutrals) and energies along the First
Wall, baffles, and dome in ITER were obtained from B2-Eirene modelling with a full,
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non-linear model of the neutral transport, taking into account the neutral-neutral and
molecule-ion collisions.[KLKR09, KPKR05]
Available data were integrated over the poloidal length for each of the 27 modules
corresponding to the blanket modules in the poloidal section (without ports) (Figure
2-6) to yield averaged data over which calculations were made.

2.3.3.2.1 Thermal sublimation:
Thermal sublimation source is calculated as a function of the PFC temperature
with the Knudsen model (Eq. 2.62),



sublimation

where

T
H




Eq. 2.62

 H 

1   T 
 C
e
T

= surface temperature of material  K 
= activation energy  K 
= vaporization (sublimation) coefficient

C

= constant depending on material properties



m
= vaporization rate of PFC  
s

On the other hand, the erosion source is based on the following models:

2.3.3.2.2 Physical sputtering:
The physical sputtering yield Y phy calculation is based on empirical
formulas.[GaER95] The Bohdansky formula[Bohd84] is used to determine the sputtering yield
for normal incidence of a projectile on a target and the procedure specified by
Yamamura[YaII83] is used to specify the angular dependence (Eq. 2.63),
Y phy  E 0  = QS n  ε  1   Eth / E 0 


2/3



 1  Eth / E0 2  cosα  f exp f 1   cosα 1  cosαopt






Eq. 2.63
where Q and the threshold energy Eth are fitting parameters, E0 is the incident
particle energy (eV) and ε = E0 / ETF is the reduced energy.
ETF is the Thomas-Fermi energy (eV) (Eq. 2.64),
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ETF = 30,74

1/ 2
M1 + M 2
Z1 Z 2  Z12 / 3 Z 22 / 3 
M2

Eq. 2.64

where Z1, Z2, M1, M2 are the nuclear charge and atomic mass of the projectile and
target respectively.
Sn is the nuclear stopping cross section based on the Kr-C potential, which is
approximated by Eq. 2.65.
Sn  ε  =

0,5ln 1+ 1,2288ε 
ε + 0,1728ε1/ 2 + 0,008ε 0,01504

Eq. 2.65

Q and Eth are given by Eq. 2.66 and Eq. 2.67,

M15/ 6 M 21/ 6 0.15 + 0.05M 2 / M1
M1 + M 2 1+ 0.05  M 2 / M1 11.6

Eq. 2.66

Eth
0,54
1/ 2
= 7,0  M 2 / M 1 
+ 0,15  M 2 / M 1 
Es

Eq. 2.67

QEs2/ 3 = 1,633Z12/ 3 Z 22/ 3  Z12/ 3 + Z 22/ 3 

1/ 3

where Es is the surface binding energy (heat of sublimation), and α is the angle
made by the incident projectile with the normal to the target surface. Yamamura's
analytical fit formulas for f and αopt are shown in Eq. 2.68.

f = Es  0,94  1,33x10 3 M 2 / M



αopt = π / 2  al n 1/ 3 2ε Es / γE0

Eq. 2.68



where, al is the Lindhard screening length al = 0,4685 Z12/ 3 + Z 22/ 3 , n is the target
density given in units of atoms / m3 and γ is the maximum energy transfer factor given
2
by γ = 4M1M 2 /  M 1 + M 2  .

2.3.3.2.3 Chemical erosion:
Chemical erosion consists of two contributions, as shown in Eq. 2.69, one thermal
part Ytherm and one surface part Ysurf.[Roth99]
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Y chem = Y therm 1+ DY dam  +Y surf

Eq. 2.69

The thermal erosion is enhanced by the damage production due to incident ions
Y . D is given by 250/M1 , where M1 is the mass of the incident hydrogen isotope. The
thermal erosion is obtained by the formula shown in Eq. 2.70,
dam

Y therm = c sp

3

 Etherm
0,033e KT
 Erel

29

2x10
2x1032 φ+ 1+
e KT
φ



Eq. 2.70

  Etherm
 KT
e



where KT is the target surface temperature in eV and Csp3 is given by Eq. 2.71.

 Etherm 



C  2x1032φ+ e KT 




sp3
C =
 Erel   Etherm

 2x1029 KT  KT
e
2x1032 + 1+
e
φ





Eq. 2.71

The value of C is calculated with Eq. 2.72,

1

C

1  3  10 7 e

1.4
KT

Eq. 2.72

with its value for high ion fluxes (Eq. 2.73) where a possible influence of
hydrogenation time is taken into account
C

1
1  3  10  23 

Eq. 2.73

in order to make a transition from low incident ion fluxes to high incident ion
fluxes smoothly.
The term Ydam due to damage caused by incident ions is given by Eq. 2.74.
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Y

dam

  E 2/3   E 2
 E0  = QSn 1   dam   1  dam 
E0 
  E0   

Eq. 2.74

The surface erosion term is given by Eq. 2.75,

Y

surf

E 0 , T   C

sp 3



Y des E0 
1 e

Where

Eq. 2.75

E0  65eV
40

is calculated with Eq. 2.76.

Y

des

  E 2/ 3   E 2
 E0  = QSn 1   de   1  de 
E0 
  E0   

Eq. 2.76

The values tabulated in the bibliography[Roth99] are used for Q, Edes and Edam. For
Erel, the value for pure carbon (=1,8 eV) is used. Eth, ETF and Sn are calculated from
Eqns.4.9,4.10,4.11 y 4.12. Etherm is taken as 1,7 eV.

2.3.3.2.4 Radiation enhanced sublimation:
The Radiation Enhanced Sublimation Yield Y RES calculation (Eq. 2.77) is based on
the empirical formulas described by Doerner,[DBKS05]

Y RES =

Y ad
E 
1  A exp  eff 
 T 

Eq. 2.77

where E eff = 2 eV , A  2 10 7 eV and Y ad Y phys  50 for beryllium.
The total erosion flux is calculated with Eq. 2.78.
Γ

Eq. 2.78

2.3.3.3 Improvements done for Japanese DEMO

In the case of Japanese DEMO, the erosion model calculates sputtering of
tungsten, taking into account different ion species present in plasma core, plus
impurities injected in scrape off layer. Both ions and neutrals are considered in targets,
while only neutrals are considered in First Wall.
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The particle flux coming to surface from plasma is modeled on the basis of a
poloidal wall loading calculated with SONIC code.[HASN14] During a plasma transient,
this poloidal wall loading is weighted with the variation of plasma core temperature and
density in the case of First Wall, and with the variation of SOL power, density and
temperature in the case of divertor. The energies of particles at the wall used for
calculating erosion undergo a further transformation when a maxwellian distribution is
applied to them, so erosion calculation can account for the high energy particles from
the distribution tail that can produce erosion even at low average energies.
Self-sputtering is taken into account only in divertor, and two sources are
considered, one from main plasma, with the same temperature as the rest of the ions,
and the other composed by thermalised neutrals coming from recent sputtering
processes.
2.3.3.4 Impurity Transport

The transport model is based on two screening factors that are calculated to fit the
impurity content of plasma in reference scenarios. One of them is for the divertor flux of
generated particles and the other for the First Wall flux, yielding in this way the
impurity flux entering the core plasma through the SOL.[HBUS97b] In the model, the time
delay for the transport is assumed to be the energy confinement time of plasma, which
is a conservative assumption, accounting to plasma ablation experimental results (Eq.
2.79),
S  t imp  CscreenY  t   e

where

Y  t e

= impurity production rate

Cscreen

= screening coefficient
= duration of impurity transport
= impurity source

d

S  t imp

Eq. 2.79

Due to changes in confinement time, delay time also changes. To model impurity
flux in these circumstances, an intermediate discrete buffer is used. However, the result
can produce peaks in impurity flux into plasma. To avoid this, the impurity flux is
smoothened by applying a normal distribution over the delay time for particles eroded at
some instant. This way, the impurity flux into core plasma becomes continuous.
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D model reesults in a rradial segm
ment where the differennt thicknessses
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Fiigure 2-7 Cconfiguration off 1D model off ITER blankett in AINA

Innitially, AIN
NA code was intendedd for ITER safety analyses, but ccurrently it is
used alsso for safetyy analyses in
n next step designs.[RNSSH15, RNST14]
Inn the case of Japanese DEMO, thee 1-D modeel results in
n a radial seegment wheere
the diffeerent thicknnesses and materials
m
aree representeed, as shown
n in Figure 2-8.
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of F82H steel for structure and also for coolant tubes not under the targets (Figure
2-9).
The code allows different combinations of materials and thermal gaps or heat
transfer by radiation between cooling channel walls in case of coolant drainage (loss of
coolant accidents, etc.)

2.4.3 Continuous model
For the loads described in subsection 2.3.2, thermal behaviour of vacuum vessel’s
internals is calculated using a dynamic one-dimensional model in the radial direction for
each of the regions described above.
The simplification from 3D to 1D is made by first considering each region as a
cuboid, where the only conducting surfaces are the one facing the plasma and the one
opposite, so the rest can be seen (at least by symmetry considerations) as roughly
adiabatic.
It must be added to the previous statements that the different materials in each
module are arranged in layers parallel to the inner surface, and that coolant tubes are
considered also arranged in layers at different depths and also parallel to the surface in
contact with plasma.
Thus, a 1D parabolic, non-linear and inhomogeneous partial differential equation
results from the previous statements (Eq. 2.80),

 T , x   c T , x  

T
 
T 

  T T , x 
  Q n x, t 
t
x 
x 

Eq. 2.80

where ρ is the density, c the heat capacity, κT the thermal conductivity and Qn the
volumetric heat deposition, of neutronic origin. The boundary conditions are shown in
Eq. 2.81.

T
0, t   q h t    q r t   q ev t  x  0
x
T L, t   const
xL
T  x,0  T0  x 
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That is, natural (Neumann) boundary condition at the warm face and forced
(Dirichlet) boundary condition at the cold face. Also initial conditions at t=0, obtained
by applying the steady state condition to the equation, which results in an elliptic
equation.

2.4.4 Coolant tubes
Moreover, the treatment given to the convective heat transfer in the coolant tubes
comes from considering them planar and to occupy only one node. In this way, heat
transfer can be modelled strictly from a one-dimensional approach, by weighting the
conductive and convective contributions to heat transfer with a surface coefficient,
which is equal to the relative surface of the coolant tubes to the total surface of the
module section (Figure 2-10). Thus, by adding the convective terms, a new heat transfer
equation is obtained (Eq. 2.82),

 T , x c T , x 
f cool 

T
 
T
  f cool  h  T  Tcool   1  f cool    T T , x 
 t x 
x


  Qn  x , t 


S cool
S tot

Eq. 2.82
where fcool is a discrete function, taking values only at the specified coolant positions, in
the “planar coolant tubes” approach (Eq. 2.83),
f cool  x  

coolant
positions



 i x 

i

S cool ,i
S tot

with δi(x) the Dirac delta function at the coolant position i.
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2.5 Numerical models in AINA code
2.5.1 Introduction
In the following, the numerical models employed in the AINA 3.0 code are
explained. The numerical algorithms were selected for the specific needs of AINA code.
These are basically the calculation of the initial equilibrium state of plasma and wall,
and the simulation of the transient evolution of the plasma-wall system. First, the flux
diagram of the code is described. Then, the numerical methods, the error estimation and
control, and the stability, convergence and accuracy analysis are exposed. The flux
diagram of AINA simulation is shown in Figure 2-11.
Basically, there are two systems of differential equations that are coupled through
their boundary conditions. First, a system of nonlinear ODEs that are used for the
calculation of the plasma 0D balance. Second, a set of PDEs that are used for the
calculation of the 1D thermal balances, one for each calculation region.
The initial equilibrium problem is solved by making zero the time derivatives.
For the plasma, the solution is given for certain values of input parameters that are
selected to match those of the specific ITER reference scenario that will be used. The
remaining variables of the 0D model are then determined by solving iteratively a system
of nonlinear equations.
There are some degrees of freedom in the 0D model that allow the fitting of the
results of the reference scenario calculated with a 1.5D model. These degrees of
freedom are the density and temperature profiles, the sources of fuel and impurities,
plus an additional unknown for the distribution of external heating between ions and
electrons, which allows the calculation of the external heating composition. By varying
them, the results from the 0D model can be fitted to the reference scenario.
The wall heat transfer equilibrium problem is calculated from a similar approach.
The time derivative is set to zero, and the resulting elliptic problem is solved.
Wall heat transfer model takes as a boundary condition the heat flow coming from
the plasma. On the other hand, the impurity transport model adjusts a coefficient to
balance the impurity flow with the expected impurity equilibrium concentration in
plasma. This value is then kept constant during the evolution of a transient.
The problem of the evolution of a transient is solved as an initial value problem,
and the steady state is the initial condition.
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2.5.2 Numerical analysis
2.5.2.1 Plasma model numerical analysis

2.5.2.1.1 Initial Equilibrium
In order to solve the steady state equilibrium of the plasma model, the time
derivatives are set to zero, and a non-linear system of equations results (Eq. 2.85).
S 

1 2
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Eq. 2.85
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2.5.2.1.2 Transient
The initial value problem solves the 0D equilibrium equations (See subsection
2.2.3). The initial value algorithm selected is an adaptive Euler method,[Pres07] as
explained in subsection 2.5.2.2.4.
2.5.2.2 Wall model numerical analysis

2.5.2.2.1 Discretised equations
The 1D wall model is discretised by using a finite difference nodalisation of the
parabolic heat conduction equation. For each poloidal region of the First Wall, the
equations that allow the calculation of the temperature profile are structured as shown
below.
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First of all, it is assumed that the first node gets all the EM and convective energy
from plasma (Eq. 2.86). Heat transfer by radiation among different modules is also
taken into account.

1  C p ,1 

dT1

dt

T1  T2
x1

Prad ,1  kT
x1

Eq. 2.86

 Qn ,1

Heating produced by neutrons, Q n ,i depends on the region they target and on
the plasma evolution. The heating power at the first node, Prad, is calculated with Eq.
2.87,
Prad  q h  q rt  q erosion

Eq. 2.87

where the heat fluxes emitted from the wall, due to impurity flux leaving the wall and to
radiation reflection are shown in .
q rt 

regions

f
j 1

ij



  i   SB  T j4  Ti 4



Eq. 2.88

q erosion      Lv

The symbol  is explained in Eq. 2.78.
For the next nodes, the equation ruling the thermal behaviour is shown in Eq. 2.89.
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Eq. 2.89
While in the last node we have to use Eq. 2.90.

 LAST  C p , LAST 

dT LAST
0
dt

Eq. 2.90

The time derivative is zero, because the temperature in the last node is fixed
(Dirichlet boundary condition).
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2.5.2.2.2 Coolant Channels

There is a grid of coolant channels in the shielding. As previously stated, the only
allowable design in the current version of AINA code is arranging them parallel to the
wall surface. In that way, a subset of coolant tubes at the same depth is considered as
occupying one node, in planar approximation.
To solve the heat transfer problem for this node, both conduction and convection
with adjacent nodes are considered, in their respective domain areas. To make the
calculations, a channel fraction and a wall fraction are considered when discretising the
equation at the coolant node, as showed below in Eq. 2.91, Eq. 2.92 and Eq. 2.93:
For the previous node:

 i 1  C p ,i 1 

dTi 1

dt

with f s 

k T ,i 1

T  Ti
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Eq. 2.91
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Eq. 2.92
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For the next node:
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Eq. 2.93
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There exists also the possibility of the coolant channels losing all the coolant fluid,
for example in a LOCA accident. In such case, radiation heat transfer is considered to
be dominant in the empty tube, as shown in Eq. 2.94, Eq. 2.95 and Eq. 2.96:
For the previous node:
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Eq. 2.94
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For the coolant node:
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Eq. 2.95
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For the next node:
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2.5.2.2.3 Initial Equilibrium

The numerical algorithm is based on the Method Of Lines (MOL),[SaOb15] which in
this case consists of a finite difference discretisation in the spatial (radial) dimension
and an initial value algorithm which solves the resulting initial value problem.
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2.5.2.2.4 Transient

The numerical algorithm is the same already described for the calculation of the
initial equilibrium. The difference is that, for the initial equilibrium calculation, a
pseudo-transient calculation is done, whereas for this case, the boundary conditions are
actualised with values obtained from the plasma transient calculation.

2.5.3 Error estimation and control
The method employed for solving the initial value problem is an Euler method
with error correction, which estimates the numerical error with the local truncation
error, O(h2). For a finite interval, it can be shown that the global truncation error is
O(h).
An estimator of the truncation error is calculated by means of the values of the
derivative in t and t+h. After that, the truncation error is added to the calculated value in
t, in order to improve the solution. If the estimated error is greater than a specified
bound, then the time step will be decreased, and the calculations will be repeated, until
the solution is found or until time step goes below the minimum value.
2.5.3.1 Stability analysis

In order to ensure stability of the numerical method for heat conduction in the
wall, a criterion has been established[Pata80] following the finite volume analysis of the
heat conduction equation (Eq. 2.97).

The finite volume analysis is as follows:
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Finally, we obtain an upper bound for the time step (Eq. 2.98).
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2.5.3.2 Convergence analysis

A small code has been developed for testing purposes, which calculates a simple
wall model. The main simplifications with respect to the ITER wall model in AINA
code were:




Simplified design. Three coolant positions have been established for the wall,
symmetrically located along the depth.
Uniform radial step.
Only steel is considered as material
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Figuree 2-12: Time eevolution of th
he radial temperature profille
in
i simple test ccode, temperrature grows with
w time

In Figuure 2-12 , th
he time evoolution of th
he radial tem
mperature pprofile can be seen.
the right sid
de would
Thhe left side would reprresent the pplasma face of the walll, whereas th
bee the cold faace.
In order to evaluatte the conveergence of the numerical methodd, the integral of the
raadial temperrature profiile at the ennd of a tran
nsient has been
b
calculaated by varrying the
m
mesh densityy. As can bee seen in Fiigure 2-13, the integrall convergess to a finite value as
thhe number of
o steps grow
ws.
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Figurre 2-13: Evolu
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or against the grid density

ween plasmaa and wall models
m
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a
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f inducess an additionnal numericcal
ma and wall subsystemss.
error in both plasm
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Plasma is very sensitive to small variations in the impurity fraction but, the wall
temperature varies very slowly compared with the plasma temperature. The two error
sources are analysed separately.
In the case of the error in the wall surface temperature due to the ignored variation
in the heat flux from plasma, it is bounded by assuming the worst case is produced
when the variation in heat flux to divertor, due to an H-L transition, is ignored
Assuming that the effect induced by an H-L transition can be modelled with a δDirac function, and that the final flux is twice the original flux, the following values are
obtained for the flux that is used in the subinterval, and for the flux that is being ignored
(Eq. 2.99).

,

,

∆
∆
∆
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Eq. 2.99
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Supposing that the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the material
vary slowly when compared with the material temperature, the committed error would
be as shown in Eq. 2.100 for the initial time step.
∆

∆

,

∆
∆

Eq. 2.100

For subsequent time steps, the temperature gradient at the wall surface would
grow. Therefore, the calculated value would be an upper bound for the entire subinterval (Eq. 2.101).

,

∆
∆

Eq. 2.101
,

Because of the stability condition of the wall numerical model, there is a
functional relation between dt and dx. Due to the wall temperature gradient reaching its
maximum at the wall surface, it is reasonable to suppose that the lower value of dx is
just there. Therefore, it can be assumed dt=f(dx1), or dx1=f-1(dt). This way, it is possible
to find a relation between the maximum error in a sub-interval and the time step being
used.
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2.6 Summary
The following achievements were obtained in this work from the previous version
of AINA code that was found at the beginning of this thesis work.[IDEU08]
-

A new C++ code was developed, initially with the same functionalities as the
previous Fortran code. Only the graphical interface was re-used in this work.

-

The code was developed with an OOP architecture, using DbC to control
error propagation, and with three distinct programming layers:
o Structural code
o Numerical models
o Physics and engineering models

With the purpose of building a reliable, maintainable and scalable code.
-

Development was done using an integrated development cycle including
version control with Git, unit testing, bug tracking, project documentation,
code documentation, Scrum framework and debugging with reliability
growing measurement.

-

The following models were developed for AINA code in this thesis:

-

Numerical models for calculation of steady state and transient, for plasma
dynamics and for wall thermal equilibrium. The numerical problems were
analysed, and the solution was checked for stability and convergence.
Coupling errors between different calculations were also analysed.

-

Generalised radial profiles and volume integrals.

-

Plasma erosion models based on sublimation, sputtering and chemical
erosion were further developed from the initial version at the
beginning,[IDEU08] to couple them with flues coming from plasma and to
include SOL model.

-

All the terms in balance equations are now the result of volume integrals and
not just calculated as scalings that depend on the specific radial profile used.
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-

Individual equations for particle balance of each impurity are now used in
AINA code instead of an equation for all impurity ions.

-

New algorithms for ohmic power and for synchrotron power were included
in AINA code.

-

The calculation of the wall thermal equilibrium is now done in three steps.
First, a structure is defined internally with geometry and material
composition of each region of wall. Second, a mesh is defined inside each
region, attending to numerical considerations of stability and convergence,
and also to minimize computational cost. Third, the numerical problem is
solved, either for initial steady state equilibrium or for transient, applying
initial and boundary conditions. A major contribution of this thesis is the
calculation of steady state equilibrium, both for plasma and for wall. In the
previous version, initial temperatures of wall were configured externally
after calculating them by performing a transient calculation until finding a
steady state.

-

Calculation of the plasma operating window. Now, AINA code can calculate
the plasma operating window and thus establish the range of variation for
parameters previous to performing a parametric analysis. It is also useful for
validation purposes and to extract further insight from safety analysis.

-

External macros to automate simulations with AINA code. At the beginning
of this thesis work, simulations with AINA code were performed
individually. AINA users had to configure each simulation in the graphical
interface and run it, usually a lengthy process of more than half an hour. If a
parametric study was planned, the number of simulations had to be restricted
according to the available time of people working on it. Besides, post
processing of data was also lengthy. An Excel macro was developed to
automate multiple simulations and to store results and main statistics. Now,
simulations can run for days without supervision, and most of postprocessing is done without need of a group of AINA users working on it. In
fact, with a modern desktop computer and this automation system it is
possible to perform thousands of AINA simulations in a few days,
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throughout the plasma operating window, a work completely impossible in
the past.
During work at IFERC in 2014-2015 many improvements were added to AINA
code, including:
-

Plasma geometry. New simple model based on two elongations and two
triangularities, resulting in a poloidal section with four elliptical segments.
The external surface is calculated with Pappus theorem, and the perimeter is
calculated with an approximate formula.[Rama14]

-

Thermal model for WCPB breeding blanket, based on the 1D thermal model
used previously for ITER, but now using an externally calculated radial
profile for volumetric power deposition.

-

Upgrading of erosion model, calculating sputtering of tungsten taking into
account different species, thermalised or from plasma core, with maxwellian
distributions of energy and considering self-sputtering.

-

Integrated pedestal-SOL model, based on scalings.

-

Optimisation algorithm that replaces parameter scan. It is based on basinghopping algorithm (global non-linear optimisation).
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Chapter 3: Revisiting the analysis of passive plasma
shutdown during an ex-vessel loss of coolant
accident in ITER blanket

3.1 Introduction
Thermohydraulic accidents of ITER cooling systems will have the potential to
originate serious safety events. There are three possible types: LOCA (loss of coolant
accident), LOFA (loss of flow accident) and LOVA (loss of vacuum accident).
In the case of a LOCA, the event sequence depends on where the loss of coolant
takes place. If it occurs inside the vacuum vessel, the plasma discharge will end
immediately. But if it takes place outside the vacuum vessel, the plasma discharge will
continue, and the wall will heat up. If an aggravating failure in the active shutdown
system is considered in the accident sequence, the temperature could rise up and
damage the wall.
However, the plasma facing components of ITER First Wall will be made with
beryllium. This fact allows an alternative mechanism for passive termination of the
plasma discharge. It is based on the evaporation of beryllium when the wall heats up,
inducing an impurity flux into plasma that would increase radiative losses and finally
shut down the plasma.
Passive plasma shutdown by evaporation of Be at high temperature has been
examined in the past with conservative plasma physics models,[Aman96, HBNS01, UPWB96]
based on simple 0D models for plasma balance equations and 1D models for wall heat
transfer. Results showed that, after the heating up of First Wall due to the loss of all
coolant, the beryllium evaporation in the wall surface would increase impurity fraction
in core plasma and finally would induce a passive shut down of the discharge.
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Passive plasma shutdown will be one of the safety features in magnetic fusion
reactors, however, the scenario strongly depends on plasma physics model, PFC
temperature transient and impurity concentration.
Estimations for the final maximum temperature were under the beryllium melting
point, and therefore the conclusion was that the First Wall would remain intact.
However, the results rely very much on the conservative assumptions taken for plasma
physics and in-vessel components.
The conclusions (that the plasma can be passively shutdown by beryllium
evaporation) are used for the study of the accident sequence derived from a hypothetical
event, namely: “Ex-vessel rupture of FW/Blanket primary cooling circuit, with failure
of fusion power shutdown system”, as explained in the “Accident Analysis
Specifications” ITER document.[ReTT07]
This accident sequence[Ayma01b] is an example of beyond design basis accidents,
which are analysed to show the absence of “cliff effects” in the safety analysis. It is
used to show the intrinsic safety features of magnetic fusion. Even in the case of an
improbable major ex-vessel LOCA event, the plasma would passively shut down due to
beryllium evaporation without major damages for the device.
During this thesis, this analysis has been done two times. The first one was in
2008, when a new erosion model was implemented in AINA 1.0, giving birth to AINA
1.2 code. With this code, and in the frame of a collaboration between FEEL-UPC and
ITER-Safety, the passive plasma termination for beryllium evaporation was studied
once again.[RiDi11]
The conclusions showed that it was difficult to state that beryllium wouldn’t melt
at least in some points of the vacuum vessel before plasma shutdown, due to the
uncertainties in the temperature distribution over the wall surface, and in the plasma
behaviour, particularly in relation to the impurity particle transport phenomena.
Following the development of the AINA 3.0 code, the study was repeated, and the
conclusions were compared with those of the 2008 study with AINA 1.2, and with those
of previous studies.[RiDF15]
In this chapter, the analysis of passive safety during an ex-vessel loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) in the First Wall/shield blanket of ITER is presented. The analysis of
plasma-wall transients is based on results from AINA code simulations. Results have
been compared with those of previous studies. Besides, a sensitivity study has been
done over parameters of the model with relevant uncertainties associated withbased on
their values.
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3.2 Models relevant for this study
3.2.1 Ex-vessel LOCA model in AINA
The development of LOCA accident is modelled in AINA by specifying the
variation in temperature and film coefficient in the coolant channels.
LOCA events can be configured in AINA in time, poloidal position and surface
extension. Independent LOCA events can be configured for every calculation region of
the vacuum vessel (blanket modules and divertor) simultaneously, and they can be
activated independently at any moment of the transient simulation.
The toroidal extension can also be specified by selecting the fraction of calculation
region area affected by the LOCA event.
When the fraction of toroidal area is lower than one, the calculation is done in the
following way:


First, the temperature equilibrium for the area affected by LOCA is
calculated.
 Second, the temperature equilibrium for the area not affected by LOCA is
calculated.
 The erosion fluxes corresponding to the different surface temperatures are
calculated and then averaged together using the factor of area affected by
LOCA.
 Finally, for each calculation region, the code simulates the decreasing flow
in the coolant channels during a LOCA accident by varying the convection
coefficient with time after the LOCA starts.
Related to the simulation of the cooling function, the model used is onedimensional (see Eq. 2.82) but it takes into account that the cooling channels do not take
up all the transversal section of the blanket.
It uses a ratio factor between the coolant transversal (taking toroidal and poloidal
directions, which is considered in this model normal to the gradient of temperature)
section and the total transversal section at a specific radial position of the blanket.
Figure 2-10 and Eq. 2.82 show an example of discretisation of coolant channels in the
discrete heat transfer model.
If the LOCA accident flag is activated for a calculation region, a multiplier is
applied over the corresponding convection coefficient. This multiplier takes values
between 1 and 0.
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Thus, the value of the convective coefficient is reduced during the LOCA, as
shown in Eq. 4.2. When the multiplier is equal to zero, representing that the calculation
region has run out of coolant, the code applies radiative heat transfer equations instead
of the convective ones.
h  t   h0  ch  t  , ch  t    0,1

Eq. 3.1

If a channel loses all its coolant, heat transfer is done by radiation through the
walls of the cooling channel. By default, the code assumes that the coolant temperature
is always constant. However, it can be also configured.

3.2.2 View factor
The view factor FAB is defined as the fraction over the total electromagnetic
radiation leaving surface A that reaches surface B, considering no external influences
over radiation. The sum of all view factors with origin in a specific surface must be one.
For AINA calculations, it is necessary to determine the view factors of a blanket
module surface with the rest of in-vessel components in order to calculate the reflection
of EM power, which is especially important in the case of synchrotron radiation power
losses.
For this specific purpose, an auxiliary code has been developed. Any toroidal
geometry can be configured through a poloidal section composed by segments, plus a
toroidal radius, plus the toroidal length of every blanket module, which can fit an
integer number of modules in toroidal direction. Therefore, toroidal symmetry is
considered. Characteristics of code and calculations are explained in Annex 4.

3.2.3 Impurity transport in plasma
There are many uncertainties about the impurity transport in plasma. It is generally
admitted[STA00] that most of the impurities enter the plasma as neutrals and ionize inside.
The relatively simple Engelhardt model[EBBC82, EnFe78] gives an explanation for the
penetration of impurities in plasma core from a limiter. However, in the case of divertor
the model is more complex and dependant on design and operating conditions.
The model used in AINA, as explained in Eq. 2.79, consists of two screening
factors considered separately for First Wall and divertor, plus a common delay time in
the order of the energy confinement time, accounting for the transport time.
Screening factors are calculated to fit the impurity values in plasma core for the
ITER reference scenario once erosion fluxes are calculated. These factors remain
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constant during transient calculation, because they are not related to plasma models in
AINA code. This is a weak point of transient calculations and should be further studied
in the future.

3.2.4 Evaporation model
Evaporation model in AINA accounts for the sublimation process that happens
when beryllium heats up during LOCA transient. It comprises the Knudsen equation, as
described in Eq. 2.62 and the radiation enhanced sublimation (RES) model,[DBKS05]
described by Eq. 2.77.
The effect of adding Beryllium RES to evaporation has been checked. It can be
seen that, in the vicinity of 700ºC, the whole evaporation process begins to be
dominated by thermal sublimation, and beyond 1000ºC, the thermal sublimation flux is
50 times greater than that generated by RES (See Figure 3-1).

Be flux (atoms/m2, s)

It is concluded that Beryllium RES effect during LOCA transient can be
neglected, because the evaporation process is controlled by thermal sublimation.
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of adding Beryllium RES effect (considering physical sputtering yield of 2% and
particle flux of 1e20at/m2 s) to sublimation flux. The effect of thermal sublimation becomes dominant at
about 700ºC. Logarithmic coordinates in y axis.
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3.3 Numerical results
The study starts with a simulation of the safety event consisting of an ex-vessel
LOCA transient affecting 33% of First Wall surface, during the 500MW inductive ITER
reference scenario.
Analysis with AINA 3.0 shows that fusion reaction performance deteriorates
quickly after 76 seconds due to the increase in impurity fraction. The discharge ends
passively after 109 seconds due to a disruption triggered by density limit (Greenwald).
Beryllium evaporation rate increases abruptly after 62 seconds, when the temperature at
the beryllium surface exceeds 800ºC. The highest surface temperature after ending the
discharge is 1140ºC, and the temperatures at the copper heat sink lie in the interval from
887ºC to 983ºC. Neither the steel coolant tube nor the copper heat sink will melt at
those temperatures. Considering the results conservatively, the time scale for an
externally triggered plasma shutdown is about 47 seconds. Therefore, the results show
the passive safety of the system without melting the First Wall.
From this accident scenario, a sensitivity analysis is done by scanning ranges of
values for the parameters of interest. The objective is to explore the parametric space in
order to discard the existence of possible cliff effects in the vicinity of the reference
scenario that could change the conclusions. The parameters considered were fusion
power, toroidal surface fraction affected by LOCA, poloidal position affected by
LOCA, beryllium fraction in plasma at initial equilibrium, and value of time delay for
the impurity transport.

3.3.1 Fusion power
Comparison between results of the three ITER inductive reference scenarios is
shown in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-2.
Table 3-1: Comparison of results for the three inductive ITER reference scenarios

Fusion power (MW)
Fusion performance
deteriorate (s)
Discharge ends passively (s)
Steep increase in beryllium
evaporation (s)
Highest FW temperature at
the end of discharge (ºC)
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500
76

400
98.5

700
34

109
62

133
82

80.5
42

1140

1106
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3.4 Discussion
The results of the sensitivity analysis show that high fusion power, low toroidal
area fraction, low initial beryllium fraction in plasma and high time delay multiplier
produce increases in maximum final temperature of First Wall after a LOCA transient.
Poloidal position does not show a defined trend, but a maximum value can also be
defined.
Therefore, a new scenario has been studied with the following values for the
previous parameters: 700 MW of fusion power, 10% of toroidal area fraction, 0.5% of
Be in plasma equilibrium, a value of 2 for time delay multiplier and poloidal position
coincident with the maximum found in the sensitivity analysis.
During the transient, beryllium PFCs reach the melting point after 123 seconds. At
that moment, fusion power is still 665 MW.
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3.5 Conclusions
The study of this ITER safety case with AINA 3.0 code points to the possibility of
a passive safety mechanism for the shutdown of plasma discharge by evaporation of
beryllium at the surface of the First Wall. This result was shown before for ITER EDA
design.
However, to examine the possible existence of a cliff effect affecting the results of
the study, a sensitivity analysis was performed considering some important parameters.
From the results of this parameter scan, a new scenario has been selected and
studied. The results of the study of this new scenario show that the First Wall integrity
would be compromised because beryllium surface would melt before the end of plasma
discharge.
Moreover, the analysis of the radial temperature profile in the blanket module
affected by loss of coolant show that also the heat sink would melt. At that point, the
structural integrity of the coolant tubes could be compromised. This result points to the
possibility of an accident with the potential to mobilize the in-vessel radioactive
inventory.
The usefulness of AINA code is shown here, because it is possible to perform a
parametric analysis in a wide range of parameters to find the potentially most dangerous
plasma-wall transients from the point of view of safety, that can be analysed in detail
later with a thermohydraulics code.
Initial results support previous studies in that plasma shutdown happens before
significant melting occurs in first wall. However, after a parametric survey a new
scenario was identified with the potential not only to melt beryllium but also the copper
heat sink. If the coolant tubes were compromised in this scenario, the in-vessel
radioactive inventory could be mobilised.
Results show that, even though the passive safety mechanism would work in
shutting down the plasma. Therefore, a cliff effect in this scenario that could lead to a
partial melting of the beryllium wall cannot be discarded.
Anyway, this is not a safety problem as long as there is no release of radioactive
inventory, which would happen in the case of massive melting of First Wall. These
results does not alter the development of the accident sequence described in GSSR,
[Ayma01b]
and as long as a subsequent in-vessel LOCA is assumed at the end of the
plasma discharge, the partial melting of beryllium tiles should be taken into account
only if it increases the mobilised radioactive inventory.
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Therefore, a conclusion of this study could be that even if the passive plasma
shutdown could imply a partial melting of beryllium tiles, the initial assumption that
plasma discharge would be inherently safe is still valid.
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Chapter 4: ITER Safety Studies: The effect of two
simultaneous perturbations during a Loss of Plasma
Control Transient
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a transient with two simultaneous perturbations acting over plasma
is shown to have a possibly more severe effect than those of the perturbations
considered separately. The study has been done with AINA code. The consequences of
these transients are shown over a n-T diagram. A method to assess the characteristics of
the transients over a nT diagram has been developed.[RiDi13] [RiDi14]
The rationale of this study is that, once the occurrence of a loss of plasma transient
has been assumed, and due to the uncertainties in plasma physics, it does not seem so
unlikely to assume the possibility of finding a new confinement mode during the
transient.
The cases selected are intended to answer the question “what would happen if an
unexpected change in plasma confinement conditions takes place during a loss of
plasma control transient due to a simultaneous malfunction of heating, or fuelling
systems?”
The results of this chapter show the effect of two simultaneous perturbations
(combinations of overfuelling, overheating and increase in confinement time) over a
plasma transient, and compare it with the isolated effects of each perturbation. It is
shown that the combined effect can be more severe, and a method is outlined to locate
the most dangerous transients over a nT diagram.
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4.2 Calculation of the Plasma Operating Window with AINA
code
Physics and technological constraints impose limits on the operating space of a
tokamak. In the case of plasma, there are constraints that define a region where plasma
operation is stable. Besides, there are technological limits imposed by the design and the
technology, determining the values of other external variables, like the toroidal
magnetic field, the fuelling, heating or pumping systems, or the limits of operation of
in-vessel materials.
If we define the ITER plasma operational window as the region where the H-mode
is stable, then it can be bounded by plasma operation limits, such as plasma pressure
(beta limit), density limits, the threshold power of H-L confinement mode transition,
and the current limit.
The fact that outside of this region the plasma is not stable or has degraded
confinement establishes limits to the maximum fusion power achievable, being one of
the inherent features of magnetic fusion safety.
A usual way to represent plasma operating window in 0D analysis is through
Plasma Operation Contours[WaSL82] (POpCon) plots.
In these plots it is possible to represent in a plane, for example the (n,T) plane, the
limits that define the plasma operation space as a closed region. Limits that can be used
include the beta limit, an upper density limit (Greenwald), a lower density limit (locked
modes), H-L transition, current limit, or also a restriction in maximum power over
divertor targets.[John11]
Constant-value contours of different plasma or reactor parameters can also be
represented to give insight on plasma behavior inside the region. Useful parameters to
fix are fusion power, or capital Q.
The plasma operating window, calculated by AINA code, is composed of points
where plasma equilibrium calculations give a valid solution. This is useful in safety
analysis when doing a parametric survey, because from the beginning the limits for the
analysis are clear.
In fact, plasma window calculation in AINA code is a full parametric survey of
plasma equilibria. First, a grid is defined, with a configured resolution. Then, equilibria
are calculated and all their parameters stored. With this data, it is possible to trace isocontours of any variable produced by AINA code, either from plasma variables set from
wall temperatures, or erosion rates from the plasma wall interaction model.
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Plasma transients for specific perturbations can also be analysed in this way, and
output data can be processed to extract maxima, minima or average values. However,
this method is not practical for transients, and optimisation is preferred.
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Figure 4‐2:: Evolution of the power ballance equatio
on terms durin
ng an overfuellling x 1.5 tran
nsient

Figure 4‐3: Evolution of the power balannce equation terms during an overheatinng + 80MW trransient
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Figure 4‐44: Evolution of the power balance
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80MW have been studied, for the combined and for the individual cases (Figure 4-2,
Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5).
The second selected case is a simultaneous overheating and increase in
confinement time. Different combinations of the two perturbations have been explored
starting from the scenario operating point, at 8.1 keV, 1.1e20m-3 and Q=10.
In Figure 4-6, the results of the analyses are shown over the plasma operating
window. The different transients are plotted over the n,T diagram, starting from the
equilibrium point and ending in a disruption or in a new steady state.
For the analyses performed, all the points located outside of the operating window
correspond to disruptions or to L-mode equilibria whereas the ones located inside the
window correspond to new H-mode steady states.
For this case, it can be seen that increasing the confinement time and decreasing
the external heating, the fusion power increases. The most unfavourable case produces
up to 1,421MW of fusion power in steady-state.
The third case is a simultaneous overfuelling and increase in confinement time.
Different combinations of the two perturbations have also been explored.
In this case (Figure 4-7), a curve of zero-Psol disruption is clearly visible on the
left, and the curve of beta limit on the right. A safety margin is used in the code over the
Greenwald limit (x2), but in the figure the usual limit is plotted. Because of that, there
are results of the simulations that apparently lie beyond the Greenwald limit.
The overfuelling case seems to be especially dangerous from the point of view of
wall integrity, as it shows the ability to reach the upper right corner of the plasma
operating window, where the fusion power reaches a maximum.
The most unfavourable case found in this study (under the ordinary Greenwald
limit) corresponds to an overfuelling x1.1 and an increase in energy confinement time
x1.4, which induces a new steady state that generates 1,421MW of fusion power. This
case has been studied in detail, and the effects on plasma and wall thermal equilibria are
shown below (Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11).
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Figure 4‐66: Final state (after 100 s. or
o disruption) of plasma tra
ansients resultting from the ccombination of
o
different overheating and
a confineme
ent time variaation (multipliier over confin
nement time) pperturbationss,
g window.
representted in the plassma operating

Figure 4‐77: Final state (after 100 s. or
o disruption) of plasma tra
ansients resultting from the ccombination of
o
different overfuelling and
a confineme
ent time variaation (multiplier over confin
nement time) pperturbationss,
g window.
representted in the plassma operating
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Fig
gure 4‐8: Evollution of the power
p
balancee equation terrms during an overfuelling xx1.1 transientt

Fig
gure 4‐9: Evollution of the power
p
balancee equation terrms during an increase in coonfinement tim
mex1.4
tra
ansient
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Figure 4‐110: Evolution of the power balance equaation terms du
uring a combin
ned overfuellinng x 1.1 and
confinem
ment timex1.4 transient

a the lower innner FW calcu
ulation region. Comparison bbetween the
Figure 4‐111: Radial theermal profile at
initial steeady state and
d after 100 s. of
o the combinned overfuellin
ngx1.1 confine
ement timex1..4 transient
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4.4 Discussion
In the case of overfuelling+overheating transients, by plotting the evolution of the
transients calculated with AINA code in a nT diagram, it can be seen that the location of
the final points shows a regularity that can be used to extract insight.
This regularity takes the form of concentric curves, almost straight lines, for
constant overheating and varying degree of overfuelling.
From these curves, it is possible to predict the approximate location of the new
steady state with origin in these two simultaneous perturbations.
It is also possible to mark out the areas where these new transients will be located
and the areas where they cannot happen.
The prediction of the steady states of maximum power is not so trivial when using
the nT diagram. This is because AINA plasma model is multispecies and has different
temperatures for ions and electrons.
During a plasma transient, mostly during a transient affecting the external heating,
both temperatures tend to separate, and this has the effect of displacing the constant
fusion power contours, and also the constant Q ones.
However, as nT product yields an estimate of the plasma thermal energy, in the
straight lines we can find a maximum of the form:
→
→

0
2b

2bT

Eq. 4.1

2

If ionic and electronic densities and temperatures are not so different, we can
correlate fusion power with the nT product, and thus the maximum of fusion power for
each curve would fall near the point calculated in Eq. 4.1.
For each curve, and attending to the definition of the fusion gain, the maximum in
Q would be located at the same point as the maximum in fusion power.
Following the previous considerations, the transient that was taken as an example
would result in a new steady state that would fall near the maximum in fusion power for
the +80MW curve, as can be seen in the Figure 4-1.
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In Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, the evolution of the different power
terms of the plasma thermal energy equation are represented, for the pure
overfuellingx1.5, pure overheating+80MW and for the combined transient.
It can be seen that the fusion power for the combined transient is higher than that
of the overheating transient. The overfuelling transient ends in a disruption after 11
seconds.
Figure 4-5 shows, as an example, the comparison of radial thermal profiles for the
lower inner FW calculation region, for the initial reference steady state and after 100s.
For the combined overfuelling.x1.5,overheating.+80MW transient.
Even considering the simplicity of the wall design implemented in the code, it can
be seen how the new steady state can affect the wall integrity, not only due to the
occurrence of melting, but also because of material heated over its nominal working
temperature.
For the second and third cases where increase in confinement time is considered,
the curves that result from making constant one of the perturbations are clearly not
straight lines. However, they are continuous and bijective inside the operating window.
Therefore, from the values obtained, a two-dimensional function can be approached that
maps the values of perturbations to the final (n,T) steady-state point. And conversely,
this function would allow obtaining the value of a perturbation that moves a plasma
from its initial equilibrium to a specified final state.
Thus, if a maximum fusion power inside the operating window is known (or
maximum in EM radiation, or in power to the divertor), it can be mapped to the initial
perturbation values that could induce a new steady-state at that point.
This solution is slightly more complex than in the previously studied case,[RiDi13]
but the methodology is still the same. In the previous case, the final points of the initial
perturbations were mapped to straight lines, and then the tangency with the constant
fusion power curves was found, and thus the maximum fusion power was correlated to
an initial two-dimensional perturbation.
In Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10, the evolution of the different power
terms of the plasma thermal energy equation are represented, for the pure
overfuellingx1.1, for the pure increase in confinement timex1.4 and for the combined
transient.
It can be seen that the fusion power for the combined transient is higher than for
the overheating transient. The overfuelling transient ends in a disruption after 30
seconds.
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Figure 4-11 shows, as an example, the comparison of radial thermal profiles for
the lower inner FW calculation region, for the initial reference steady state and after
100s. for the combined overfuelling.x1.1, increase in confinement timex1.4 transient.
Even considering the simplicity of the wall design implemented in the code, it can
be seen how the new steady state can affect the wall integrity, not only due to the
occurrence of melting, but also because of material heated over its nominal working
temperature.
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4.5 Conclusions
In previous studies,[DDRL09] the influence on plasma of isolated perturbations, like
overfuelling, overheating or increase in confinement time, was analysed. Separate scans
for each perturbation were performed to find the most dangerous transients from the
point of view of wall thermal integrity.
A conventional preliminary analysis of the magnitude of the studied perturbations
would show which transients can create the most severe thermal effects in the wall for
each perturbation considered separately.
However, a similar analysis, applied to the study of the effect of two simultaneous
perturbations, would need a greater computational effort.
In this work, the effects of two simultaneous perturbations (combinations of
overfuelling, overheating and increase in confinement time) have been analysed with
AINA code, for the plasma of the ITER 500MW inductive reference scenario[PoSM06]
The evolution of the transients was plotted over a (nT) diagram, and patterns in the
location of the final steady states were detected. These patterns allowed for the outlining
of a new method to predict the location of the most dangerous transients from the point
of view of wall integrity.
As an example, results from the most severe transient detected are shown, to
illustrate how the combined effect of both perturbations can have a synergetic effect and
generate a steady state with more severe impact on the wall thermal conditions.
The occurrence of a simultaneous two-dimensional perturbation can seem highly
unlikely, but it is more probable if we consider that the change in confinement mode
could be induced by the initial perturbation itself. However, there is a high uncertainty
about the functional dependence of plasma confinement, and therefore it is highly risky
even to suppose a constant multiplier over HH98 during the course of the transient.
Other possible variation happens when the confinement perturbation does not start
simultaneously with the other perturbation. In such case, the final state would also be
altered. However, as there are so many uncertainties about the functional dependence of
the confinement, this change probably would not contribute to any useful information.
What is important about these results is that they show that the methodology of the
previous analyses could probably be modified to obtain improved results from the point
of view of safety.
With all caveats regarding to the simplifications assumed in AINA code models, it
is shown that, in the improbable case of overfuelling or overheating events, it cannot be
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discarded that a simultaneous change in confinement could happen, which can
significantly worsen the conditions of the transient.
Specifically, in the case of constant, moderate overfuelling (up to x1.5), or
overheating (up to x3.0) events, if we add the occurrence of a constant, moderate
increase in confinement time (up to x1.5), and we leave the plasma without control
during as much as 100 s., then it is possible (though unlikely) that the plasma reaches
the maximum fusion power inside the operating window.
The prediction method developed for the location of the final equilibrium point of
an overfuelling+overheating transient was modified for the cases including a
confinement time perturbation, based on the approach of a 2D function that maps the
initial perturbation magnitude to the final equilibrium point.
As an example, results from the most severe transient detected are shown, to
illustrate how the combined effect of both perturbations can have a synergetic effect and
generate a steady state with a more severe impact on the wall thermal conditions.
This study was not demanded by ITER, but served to the purpose of exploring
new methodologies for finding answers in relation to the study of plasma transients.
If we consider that during a transient the plasma evolves in quasi-static
equilibrium, then it is possible to predict in a relatively simple way the characteristics of
the transient just knowing the initial state and the characteristics of the perturbations.
Even if the application of this study is rather limited, it served the purpose of
exploring a new methodology of work and of getting insight on the behavior of a 0D
plasma transient inside the operation window.
Results also showed that even after having taken into account the simple models
used and the uncertainties in plasma physics and design data, the results show that the
methodology used in previous analyses could probably be improved from the point of
view of safety.
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Chapter 5: Safety Studies of Plasma-Wall Events with
AINA code for Japanese DEMO
5.1 Introduction
In the frame of Japan-EU collaborative work for development of AINA code in
2014-2015, a version of AINA code has been developed for a Japanese DEMO design.
This design includes a water cooled pebble bed blanket, water cooled divertor with
copper heat sink at target area, and all-tungsten First Wall.
It was decided that some of the postulated initiating events found in the hazard
analysis done for this DEMO design,[Naka13] needed to be investigated with AINA code.
Specifically, ex-vessel loss of coolant for blanket, or divertor, and abnormal plasma
overpower events.
Code development focused on the following points:
- A 1D thermal diffusion model for WCPB breeding blanket was developed.
DEMO design data was used to create the configuration for AINA simulations.
- Plasma core models were upgraded when necessary for the purposes of
benchmarking with TPC systems code.
- An integrated pedestal-SOL model, based on Pacher scalings,[AHGG03, GHGA07,
PKPJ07]
was implemented in AINA code, with capability of prediction of divertor regime
during plasma-wall transients.
- Erosion model was modified to include poloidal wall loading of particle fluxes,
calculated with SONIC code.[HASN14]
- A 1D thermal diffusion model for DEMO divertor design was implemented in
AINA based on design data.
Extensive benchmarking was done based on two sources:
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- Benchmarking of plasma equilibrium was done with results of TPC systems
[Naka13]

code.

- Benchmarking of wall thermal equilibrium was done with results from coupled
neutronics and thermohydraulics analysis done by JAEA Fusion Reactor Design
Group[STUT15] and UPC-FEEL group.[Fabb14]
- Comparison of pedestal results was done with results of HELIOS code.[John11]
Preliminary safety studies included Loss Of Plasma Control (LOPC) transients
and ex-vessel Loss Of Coolant Accident (ex-vessel LOCA) for both divertor and
blanket.[RNST14]
In this chapter, the work done in AINA code during 2014 and 2015 at IFERC is
presented. The main motivation of this work was to adapt the code and to perform
safety studies for a Japanese DEMO design. In relation to to AINA code, the work has
supposed major changes in plasma models.
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5.2 Models relevant for this study
These models are explained in detail in Chapter 2. However, they are commented
on here in the context of their development for the Japanese version of AINA-DEMO.

5.2.1 Thermal model for WCPB breeding blanket
The thermal model for WCPB breeding blanket modules is based on the 1D
thermal model used previously for ITER,[Fabb14, STUT15] but now an externally calculated
radial profile for volumetric power deposition is used. This radial profile was calculated
for the reference scenario, and during transients it is weighted using the variation in
fusion power.
The new model allows different combinations of materials and thermal gaps. A
model for heat transfer by radiation between cooling channel walls in case of coolant
drainage (Loss of coolant accidents, etc.) is also implemented. The resulting
configuration can be described as follows:
First Wall 1D model is configured with tungsten layers for the plasma facing
components (PFCs), and low activation F82H steel for the structure and coolant
channels.
Breeding blanket uses F82H steel for the structural layers, and average properties
of helium and of the mixed breeder for the breeding area.

5.2.2 Thermal model for divertor.
The thermal model of divertor is the same as for ITER. Regarding the volumetric
power deposition, an inverse exponential law is used, for there is no breeder area in this
divertor design. The configuration resulting from design data includes a layer of
tungsten for the PFCs, layers of copper and copper alloy for the heat sink and coolant
tubes in target area, and layers of F82H steel for structure and also for coolant tubes
outside the target region.

5.2.3 Upgrading of erosion model
Erosion model calculates sputtering of tungsten, taking into account different ion
species present in plasma core, plus impurities injected in scrape off layer. Both ions
and neutrals are considered in targets, while only neutrals are considered in First Wall.
The particle flux coming to surface from plasma is modelled on the basis of a
poloidal wall loading calculated with SONIC code.[HASN14] During a plasma transient,
this poloidal wall loading is weighted with the variation of plasma core temperature and
density, in the case of First Wall, and with the variation of SOL power, density and
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temperature in the case of divertor. The energies of particles at the wall used for
calculating erosion undergo a further transformation when a maxwellian distribution is
applied to them, so erosion calculation can account for the high energy particles from
the distribution tail that can produce erosion even at low average energies.
Self-sputtering is taken into account only in divertor, and two sources are
considered, one from main plasma, with the same temperature as the rest of ions, and
the other composed by thermalised neutrals coming from recent sputtering processes.
Impurity transport uses a model based on two screening coefficients, one for
divertor and one for First Wall. A delay time in the order of energy confinement time
accounts for the transport time of impurities.
Due to changes in confinement time, delay time also changes. To model impurity
flux in these circumstances, an intermediate discrete buffer is used. However, the result
can produce peaks in impurity flux into plasma. To avoid this, the impurity flux is
smoothened by applying a normal distribution to the delay time of particles eroded at a
discrete timestep. This way, the impurity flux into core plasma becomes continuous.

5.2.4 Upgrading of plasma core models
A new simple model for plasma geometry has been developed, based on two
elongations and two triangularities, used to build four elliptical segments that compose
the poloidal section. The toroidal volume is calculated in a simple way with Eq. 2.1
The external surface is calculated from the poloidal perimeter by applying Pappus
theorem to each of the four elliptical segments, and the elliptical segments that compose
the perimeter are calculated using the approximate formula from Ramanujan.[RNST14]
The final volume and surface are multiplied by coefficients that fit ITER data. The
rate of error is under 10%.

5.2.5 Integrated pedestal-SOL model
In previous studies, only parabolic radial profiles were used for plasma core
calculations. Besides, divertor model consisted in a very rough interpolation.[Ayma01b]
In this work, an integrated pedestal and SOL model has been implemented in
AINA code based on SOL scalings[AHGG03, GHGA07, PKPJ07] and pedestal scalings.[John11]
By using the neutral pressure normalised to 1 at incipient detachment, as described
by Pacher, [AHGG03, GHGA07, PKPJ07] to define the divertor regime, it is possible to calculate
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the initial equilibrium and the transient evolution of the SOL-core plasma coupled
model.
At every initial equilibrium of plasma, target power flux can be specified at a
design value, that in present calculations was 10 MW/m2. This target power flux,
together with values at the interface pedestal-SOL, define a regime represented by the μ
parameter.[AHGG03]
During a plasma transient, as core plasma conditions change, also divertor
conditions and target power flux evolve, causing a change in target thermal equilibrium.
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5.3 Safety analysis: numerical results
5.3.1 Introduction to LOPC transient studies
In the past, the loss of plasma control transients were studied for ITER with an
approach based on parameter scans.[HBNS01] In this approach, a scan is done of plasma
equilibrium input parameters and of the magnitude of plasma perturbations to determine
the maximum fusion power during subsequent plasma transients.
The resulting figures allow estimating trends and possible relative maxima in
fusion power. Thus, once decided which transient will be taken as a reference most
severe transient in terms of fusion power, the effect over wall thermal profile,
specifically at divertor target, is studied.
In this study, two main changes are introduced for the study of LOPC transients:
first, now the objective variable to determine the severity of a transient is not the
maximum fusion power but the melting time at some position of poloidal section.
The second change is related to the method for finding the most severe transients.
The parameter scan does not cover the full range of variation of the target heat flux in
the plasma operating window. Therefore, a new method based on global optimisation
constrained by the plasma operating window has been used here.
For completeness, and to check results with previous studies, a sensitivity analysis
was also done.

5.3.2 LOPC and Ex-Vessel LOCA for blanket
In the case of plasma overpower events, two cases of overfuelling are presented:
1.- Study of overfuelling x1.25, which produced a new steady state of 1702MW of
fusion power.
2.- Study of overfuelling x1.35, which produced a new steady state of 1840MW of
fusion power.
The resulting radial temperature profiles in the outer equatorial blanket can be
seen in Figure 5-1.
For the ex-vessel LOCA accident, the case presented considers 33% of wall
surface affected. Based on MELCOR simulation, the coolant circuit is supposed to
maintain the cooling function during the first two seconds. After that, during 10 seconds
it is considered that a certain cooling capacity is maintained. After 10 seconds, it is
considered that the cooling function is completely lost.[NITS14] The results show in
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5.3.3 Parameter scan
The parameters considered in this study were the initial fusion power, the initial
ion temperature and the pedestal fraction (over the central value) for the plasma density
radial profile.
The perturbations studied were a sudden (step) increase in fuelling (overfuelling),
a sudden increase in external heating (overheating) and a sudden increase in
confinement time, accounting for unexpected changes in plasma physics to cover
uncertainties in knowledge of plasma transport.
Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 show the results of this parameter scan using maximum
fusion power and maximum target heat flux as objective variables. It can be seen that
there is a clear divergence between both analyses, and thus the resulting reference
transients would be different in many cases.

5.3.4 Determination and study of reference plasma-wall transients
The previous scans are useful to get insight into the behavior of plasma, but to
determine the reference transients, global optimisation was used for each of the three
considered perturbations, and also for a case that considers a combination of all of them.
The results are shown in Table 5-1, together with the duration of transient and the final
consequences for divertor.
Figure 5-5 shows the final radial temperature profile at outer divertor target for the
reference plasma transients.

5.3.5 Study of ex-vessel LOCA of divertor
As in the case of the blanket,[RNST14] an Ex-vessel LOCA transient affecting
divertor has been studied. The case presented considers 25% of wall surface affected,
corresponding to one of four coolant circuits. The coolant circuit is supposed to lose the
cooling function from the beginning of the LOCA transient. The results show in Figure
4 that after 10.9 seconds and after reaching 1083C, the copper heat sink melts at the
outer target.
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5.4 Discussion
In the case of plasma overpower events, after 200 seconds, breeder temperature
reaches up to 1170ºC in the case of overfuelling x 1.35. This effect does not seem to be
very severe for the blanket.
In the case of ex-vessel LOCA accident, the structural steel under the First Wall
melts after nearly four minutes, without significant effects on plasma impurity fraction.
This result follows a similar evolution pattern to that found in ITER, but in the
latter case, evaporation of beryllium in plasma facing components induces a passive
plasma shutdown.[RiDF15]
Regarding overfuelling, the transient does not reach the melting temperature at
divertor target, and the transient finishes when the structural steel F82H melts at outer
breeding blanket. This could be the general case for long transients.
An interesting result is that a modest increase in confinement time, combined with
low initial fusion power, ion temperature and a low density pedestal would create great
trouble to divertor.
The rest of the reference transients finish with the melting of divertor target in
very short time, creating a challenge for the plasma control system.
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5.5 Conclusions
As expected, the effect of a Loss Of Plasma Control (LOPC) transient is not very
severe for blanket modules but is expected to be more important for divertor. However,
divertor models in AINA code need to be upgraded in order to study divertor safety
scenarios.
For the LOCA transient, the results seem to show that a passive plasma shutdown
is not possible for this DEMO design, and therefore the plasma control system should
be considered as a Safety Important Component (SIC). The time for the plasma control
system to shutdown the plasma discharge is over 3 minutes.
Future work will include improvements in AINA divertor models, and also a
detailed definition of accident scenarios, in order to study ex-vessel divertor LOCA, and
Loss Of Flow Accident (LOFA) for both divertor and breeding blanket.
A new version of AINA code has been developed for safety studies of a high
aspect ratio Japanese DEMO design. It includes thermal modeling of WCPB breeding
blanket and divertor, pedestal-SOL self consistent modeling and an updated erosion
model based on wall fluxes calculated with SONIC code.
By changing the objective variable for the determination of reference transients,
from maximum fusion power to melting time, and by using global optimisation to find
these transients allows taking great profit of the new pedestal-SOL model in the
determination of very severe transients that could not be found in past studies.
Initial safety studies have been done with this code, covering LOPC and ex-vessel
LOCA transients.
In relation to safety studies, a major breakthrough in the study of Loss Of Plasma
Control (LOPC) transients has been the use of an optimisation method to determine the
most severe transients in terms of the shortest melting times.
The results of the safety study show that the effects of LOPC transients are not
likely to be severe on breeding blankets. In the case of divertor though, they can induce
severe melting.
Ex-vessel Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis is severe for both blanket
and divertor, but in the first case the transient time until melting is nearly two orders of
magnitude higher. The results point out that the recovery time for plasma control system
should be at least one order of magnitude lower than confinement time to avoid melting
of divertor targets.
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Chapter 6: A review study of Loss of Plasma Control
transients in ITER
6.1 Introduction
ITER design has as a basic principle that the machine should accommodate the
uncertainties of plasma behaviour. Therefore, off-normal plasma transients are studied
as safety events.
The most severe plasma transients expected are disruptions, VDEs and runaway
electrons. From the safety studies of these events it was concluded that the only
consequences affecting the wall integrity would imply the erosion and partial melting of
the plasma facing components and, very infrequently, in vessel leaks due to a local
perforation of the First Wall by runaway electrons.[Tayl09, TBCC11]
Together with them, the LOPC transients, which postulate a total failure of the
plasma control system , have been also studied.[Ayma01b] This is because, as far as the
plasma control system is not considered a Safety Important Component, no credit is
given to it.
In the ITER Generic Site Safety Report(GSSR),[Ayma01b] the free evolution of
plasma discharges in the case of loss of plasma control was studied for possible
consequences affecting ITER safety. The methodology used consists of adding a
perturbation to the calculated plasma equilibrium and then studying the subsequent
transient of the system composed by plasma and in-vessel components, the latter being
studied for thermal evolution.
The postulated LOPC transients in GSSR were the following:



sudden increase in fuelling rate,
sudden termination of fuelling or auxiliary heating,
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 sudden improvement of confinement time,
 sudden increase of auxiliary heating.
The results showed that the plasma discharge would passively shut down once the
limits of the plasma operating window are reached, thus bounding the maximum power
achievable over the wall.
If the transients last only a few seconds, they will not damage the wall
significantly. Otherwise, a long lasting overpower transient would damage the plasma
facing components or even melt the copper heat sink.
This chapter covers the results of the most recent work done with AINA for the
study of the “Loss of Plasma Control Transients in ITER”. It is intended not only to be a
review of previous studies on this topic, but also to show the new methodology
developed in this thesis work.
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6.2 Relevant physics data for this study
For this study, AINA code was configured with ITER plasma models and also
with simplified models of in-vessel components, namely blanket modules and divertor
modules.

6.2.1 Origin of the data
Most of the data and assumptions to be used for the safety analysis of ITER are
summarised in the Safety Analysis Data List document.[Topi08] The Plasma Performance
Assessment document[PoSM06b] defines in detail the ITER reference scenarios to be used.
The ITER Physics Basis document[Iter99b, Kike07] presents and evaluates the physics rules
and methodologies for plasma performance projections. The main input data are shown
in Table 6-1and Table 6-2.

6.2.2 Degree of conservatism of the input data:
The plasma safety interface model is based on the work of Uckan.[UPWB96]
Regarding the plasma, the operating window is extended in order to assure optimistic
plasma operation (and therefore wall heating) and thus assure the robustness of the
results from the safety point of view. The beta limit and upper density limit values were
raised by >50-100% compared to the nominal values in the Plasma Performance
Assessment document.[PoSM06b]
The threshold power value for the confinement mode transition is assumed to be
lower than the one calculated from the scaling, to assure optimistic H-mode plasma
operation.
The impurity influx to the plasma is also considered conservatively to maintain the
plasma as clean as possible. The impurity transport probability is calculated in the
steady state equilibrium and is, in any case, more conservative than present tokamak
experimental data. The time delay due to the transport was also considered to be the
energy confinement time, which is conservative if compared with laser ablation
experiment data.[DGLM93]
The wall thermal conductivity is taken as the worst case due to neutron irradiation,
and the neutron analysis is performed attending to conservative criteria.
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Table 6-1: Inductive plasma operation scenarios [PoSM06b]

Variable
R
a
k95
d95
Vp
Bt
Ip
q95
<ne>19
<ne>/nG
<Ti>
<Te>
Pfus
Pnb
Prf
Poh
Q
Pbrm
Psyn
Plin
Prad
Ploss
Pl‐h
Pseparatrix
beta‐T
beta‐N
beta‐p
tauE
Wth
Wfast
li
HH98(y,2)
Ibs/Ip
Vloop
tauHe/tauE
Zeff,average
fHe,axis
fHe,average
fBe
fAr

Unit
m
m

m3
T
MA
m-3
keV
keV
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
%

s
MJ
MJ
H
%
mV

%
%
%
%

500 MW
Value
6.2
2
1.7
0.33
831
5.3
15
3
11.3
0.94
8.1
8.9
500
33
17
1
10
26
8
27
61
104
51
90
2.8
2
0.92
3.4
353
34
0.84
1
16
75
5
1.72
4.4
3.2
2
0.14
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400MW
Value
6.2
2
1.7
0.33
831
5.3
15
3
10.1
0.85
8
8.8
400
33
17
7
10
21
8
18
47
87
48
75
2.5
1.8
0.65
3.7
320
32
0.84
1
15
75
5
1.66
4.3
3.2
2
0.12

700MW
Value
6.2
2
1.7
0.33
831
5.3
17
2.7
12.3
0.91
9.1
10
700
33
2
1
20
34
10
25
70
120
54
103
3.5
2.2
0.69
3.6
434
41
0.77
1
17
85
5
1.69
5.2
4.4
2
0.12
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HH98(y,2)
Ion energy confinement time multiplier
Fuel confinement time multiplier
Alpha confinement time multiplier
Impurities confinement time multiplier
Troyon G coefficient
Greenwald limit multiplication factor
H-L mode transition multiplication factor
Locked modes lower density limit
EM radiation

Pedestal-SOL

Neutron radiation
Conductive losses
R-X exchange
Initial divertor plasma condition
Initial value of peak target heat flux
Pedestal scalings
SOL scalings

Operating limits

Wall fluxes

Operating
limits

Confinement

Table 6-2: Additional input parameters for plasma configuration

Max external heating
Isotopic D-T mixture
NB Energy
NB Atomic Mass
NB fraction over total external heating

-

1

-

1

-

2

-

5

-

5

-

3.6[Ayma01b]

-

2[Ayma01b]

19

0.2[Ayma01b]

n //m

2

Ref.
Ref.

[PoSM06b,
RiDi11]
[Kike07]

Ref.

[Iter99b]

3

Ref.

[Iter99b]

-

MW/m2

Incipient
detachment
10

Ref.

[John11]

Ref.

MW

[AHGG03,
GHGA07,
PKPJ07]
110

-

50%

KeV

1000

-

2.5

-

0.66

The neutron deposition model for blanket modules was validated with results from
combined neutronics and thermohydraulics data from FEEL-UPC study done in support
of AINA development.[Sola05]
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6.3 In-vessel systems: design and operating conditions
The plasma-facing components include the blanket system, the divertor system
and test blanket modules. AINA thermal analyses consider only blanket divertor.
Fuelling and heating systems are also considered as input for the plasma balance
calculations. All in-vessel systems are cooled by the Tokamak Cooling Water System
(TCWS).[Topi08]

6.3.1 The blanket modules
The blanket system includes an array of shielding blanket modules mounted on the
interior wall of the vacuum vessel that absorbs radiation and particle heat fluxes from
the plasma. [Topi08]
The main functions of the blanket system are: shielding to reduce heat loads and
activation in the vacuum vessel and ex-vessel components; a plasma-facing surface
designed for a low influx of impurities to the plasma; and limiting surfaces that define
the plasma boundary during start-up and shutdown.
Each shielding blanket module is divided into two parts: the First Wall, at the
plasma side, and properly the shielding block.
The First Wall has the function of protecting the shielding from the heat load and
erosion coming from the plasma in the form of particles and electromagnetic waves.
It consists of beryllium plasma facing components, arranged in tiles over a surface
of copper, which acts as a thermal sink, and which has coolant tubes embedded. The
copper sink is supported by a steel plate, which is also cooled, and which has a joint for
assembly with the shielding.
The shielding is composed by an approximately 30 cm-wide block of structural
low activation steel and by coolant tubes.[Topi08] It has the function of stopping the
neutronic flux and evacuate the heat load.

6.3.2 The divertor
The divertor system consists of 54 cassettes located at the bottom of the plasma
chamber. The divertor system absorbs radiation and particle heat fluxes from the plasma
while allowing neutral particles to be exhausted to the vacuum system. The divertor
system minimizes the influx of impurities to the plasma, provides shielding to reduce
heat loads and activation in the vacuum vessel and ex-vessel components, and houses an
array of diagnostics.
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The main functions of the divertor system are: to remove the fusion reaction ash
(α-particles), unburnt fuel, and eroded particles from the reactor; to remove heat (~15
% of fusion thermal energy); to withstand a high surface heat flux of up to 15-20
MW/m2; and to serve as a shield for the magnetic coils behind it. [Iter02]
Each divertor module is covered with tungsten tiles as plasma facing components,
arranged over a copper heat sink, which has coolant tubes embedded. The copper sink is
supported by a steel plate, which is also cooled.

6.3.3 The fuelling systems
The fuelling systems in ITER comprises two types of fuelling. One is the pellet
injection system with a capacity of 50 Pam3/s and the other is the gas injection system
with 200 Pam3/s. The capacity of the total fuelling rate is limited to 200 Pam3/s.[Iter02]
For pellet fuelling, almost 100 % of fuelled particles will be injected into the plasma.
For gas fuelling, a large part of gases injected into the vacuum vessel will be exhausted
directly through the vacuum pump.
The fuelling ratio of injected gases into the plasma against the total amount of
gases injected into the vacuum vessel depends on the parameters of periphery density
and scrape off plasma.
Here, 100 % of injection is assumed as an upper bound, i.e., a maximum fuelling
rate is 200 Pam3/s (~6.5x1019 n/m3/s).

6.3.4 The heating systems
The heating and current drive includes the following: Ion Synchrotron Heating and
Current Drive (IC H&CD) system; Electron Synchrotron Heating and Current Drive
(EC H&CD) system; Neutral Beam Heating and Current Drive (NB H&CD) system;
Diagnostic Neutral Beam (DNB); and Neutral Beam Test (NBT) facility.
The maximum capacity of the neutral beam heating system is initially 33MW,
located in two ports of 17.5MW each. A third port is allocated son neutral beam heating
could amount up to 50MW. The capacity of the radiofrequency heating systems is
80MW in four ports. However the maximum power that can be injected in plasma is
110 MW.[Topi08] As a conservative assumption, a maximum external heating power of
130 MW will be assumed in AINA analyses.[Iter02]
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6.4 Calculations framework
6.4.1 Introduction to LOPC transient studies
In the past, the loss of plasma control transients were studied for ITER with an
approach based on parameter scans.[HBNS01] In this approach, a scan is done of plasma
equilibrium input parameters and of the magnitude of plasma perturbations to determine
the maximum fusion power during subsequent plasma transients.
The resulting figures allow estimating trends and possible relative maxima in
fusion power. Thus, once decided which one is the most severe transient in terms of
fusion power, the effect over wall thermal profile, specifically at divertor target, is
studied.
In this chapter, two main changes are introduced for the study of LOPC transients:
first, now the objective variable to determine the severity of a transient is not the
maximum fusion power but the melting time at any position of poloidal section.
The second change is related to the method for finding the most severe transients.
The parameter scan does not cover the full range of variation of the target heat flux in
the plasma operating window. Therefore, a new method based on global optimisation
constrained by the plasma operating window has been used here.
For completeness, and to check results with previous studies, a sensitivity analysis
was also done.

6.4.2 Equilibrium parameters considered in this study
Initial plasma equilibrium has a strong influence on the evolution of the plasmawall transient simulated with AINA code. Initial ion temperature, fusion power and
radial profile of density are considered in these calculations. Other parameters could
also be considered in future studies, like magnetic field or poloidal current.
Plasma equilibrium parameters are selected attending to uncertainties in their
behaviour. The variation range must be inside the plasma operation window, meaning
that values that do not produce a valid equilibrium cannot be selected.
One option to find the solution to this problem would be to map the plasma
operation window in order to find those equilibria that produce the most severe
condition for in-vessel elements. This way we would avoid calculating plasma
transients. But this would not be correct, because during a transient, plasma evolves in a
non-equilibrium state, and thus we cannot predict plasma transient states by mapping
the plasma operation window. Therefore, it is necessary to study plasma transients.
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6.4.3 Perturbations considered in this study
Perturbations considered are step functions that happen at the beginning of the
transient. Possible variations could include starting at different simulation time,
combined perturbations and progressive increase in a perturbation. However, it is
assumed that step perturbations happening at the beginning of the transient will have the
most severe effect from the point of view of melting time.
In these calculations, sudden changes in fuelling, in external heating or in energy
confinement time are considered. Other possible perturbations could include exhaust
pumping or variation in SOL particle fluxes.
a) Overfuelling: Plasma equilibrium calculation in AINA determines
necessary fuelling rate. As a validity condition, this fuelling rate must be
lower than the maximum ITER fuelling, otherwise plasma equilibrium is
not valid. The equilibrium calculation also determines the maximum
overfuelling multiplicator applicable in a simulation, and thus the severity
of the subsequent transient.
b) Overheating: The maximum auxiliary heating power is limited at 130 MW
by the capacity of NB and RF heating, which is determined by the possible
maximum upgrade scenarios of the heating system.[Ayma01a]
Even if the maximum power available simultaneously will be 110 MW, a
total value of 130 MW will be assumed as a conservative condition.
c) Increase in confinement time: The sudden change of confinement time will
simulate a change in the plasma confinement due to an unidentified cause
originated by plasma physics.

6.4.4 Optimisation method
Initially, parametric analyses were done by deciding range of variation for plasma
perturbations and for plasma equilibrium parameters. Then, a transient was studied for
each of the points specified in the space of parameters and perturbations. Then, a figure
of merit, namely fusion power, was studied to find trends and patterns that allow the
estimation of where the most dangerous plasma transients are.
This approach has been substituted by one where finding the most dangerous
transient is automated, and where the bounds for plasma parameters are defined by the
plasma operation window.
In Figure 6-1, the optimisation algorithm is depicted in a flow chart, where the
figure of merit is extracted from AINA transients result. This way, AINA transient
simulation becomes the function to evaluate.
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6.5 Safety analysis: numerical results
6.5.1 Parameter scan
The parameters considered in this study were the initial fusion power, the initial
ion temperature and the pedestal fraction (over the central value) for the plasma density
radial profile.
The perturbations studied were a sudden (step) increase in fuelling (overfuelling),
a sudden increase in external heating (overheating) and a sudden increase in
confinement time, accounting for unexpected changes in plasma physics, to cover
uncertainties in knowledge of plasma transport.
Results were compared with those of GSSR. The comparison shows good
agreement.
The parameter scan is reproduced for purpose of comparison with previous GSSR
results.[Ayma01b] It follows the same structure shown there. Therefore, parameter scans
were done for each combination of plasma equilibrium parameters and plasma
perturbations. Nine parameter scans were thus done, as shown in three arrays of figures
in Annex 2, starting in Figure A2-2 and ending in Figure A2-10.

6.5.2 Determination and study of reference plasma-wall transients
The parameter scans are useful to get insight into the behaviour of plasma, but to
determine the reference transients, global optimisation was used, for each of the three
considered perturbations, and also for a case that considers a combination of all of them.
The results for the three reference scenarios are shown in Table 6-3, Table 6-4 and
Table 6-5, together with the duration of transient and the final consequences for
divertor.
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Category

Initial plasma equilibrium
Ti (keV)

PFUS
(MW)
Overfuelling
Overheating
Confinement
time
Combined10

‐

Perturbative
parameters
xOF7 +OH8

fped,n6

‐

‐

450.0
382.9

7.33
6.11

0.2
1.0

1
1

376.7

6.12

1.0

1.80

Transient
duration/final surface
temperature
xτE9
/divertor status
‐
‐
‐ It does not melt in the
range studied
54.56 1
2.7s/melting
0
1.91 3.1s/melting
38.46

2.41

2.0s/melting

Table 6-3: Summary of results from the optimisation process of the 400 MW inductive scenario. The
most severe results for each perturbation are listed.

Category

Initial plasma equilibrium
Ti (keV)

PFUS
(MW)
Overfuelling
Overheating
Confinement
time
Combined

‐

Perturbative
parameters
xOF
+OH

fped,n

‐

‐

454.5
518.1

6.19
5.70

1.0
0.943

1
1

476.5

5.88

1.0

1

Transient
duration/final surface
temperature
xτE
/divertor status
‐
‐
‐ It does not melt in the
range studied
37.63 1
0.7s/melting
0
2.52 2.4s/melting
45.84

3

3.2s/melting

Table 6-4: Summary of results from the optimisation process of the 500 MW inductive scenario. The
most severe results for each perturbation are listed.

6

Ratio of pedestal value over central value for radial density profile

7

Overfuelling multiplier, between 1 and 3

8

Overheating factor (additive, MW), between 0 and 150MW

9

Energy confinement time multiplier, between 1 and 3

10

The best value found by the optimiser until now, but of course it should be lower than
overheating value, as the last is a particular case of combined perturbation
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Category

Initial plasma equilibrium
Ti (keV)

PFUS
(MW)
Overfuelling
Overheating
Confinement
time
Combined

‐

Perturbative
parameters
xOF +OH

fped,n

‐

‐

‐

679.9
674.8

9.76
6.33

1.0
1.0

1
1

95
0

700.5

6.42

1.0

1.59

44.30

Transient
duration/final
surface temperature
xτE
/divertor status
‐
‐ It does not melt in the
range studied
1
3.3s/melting
2.1
2.1s/melting
2.67

1.7s/melting

Table 6-5: Summary of results from the optimisation process of the 700 MW inductive scenario. The
most severe results for each perturbation are listed.
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6.6 Discussion
Regarding the parameter scan, in GSSR study, plasma radial profiles were
implemented with parabolic functions. Therefore, scans in radial profile are done by
varying the α parameter. Currently, AINA code includes radial profile functions with
pedestal. Therefore, the scan in radial profile is done by varying the pedestal height.
This means that decreasing evolution of α parameter corresponds to increasing
evolution of pedestal height.
In the case of fuelling rate, the X axis corresponds to fuelling rate in GSSR and to
overfuelling multiplier in AINA because fuelling varies in every plasma equilibrium,
and is a calculated value, while the overfuelling parameter is an input value.
The differences in results are due to the fact that AINA and SAFALY are different
codes. AINA includes a more complex plasma geometry, upgraded and updated models
for plasma radiation, plasma wall interaction (particles and heat), and all functions
included in the plasma balance equation are integrated over the toroidal volume, as
shown in Chapter 2.
The agreement is good at a qualitative level. However, some differences can have
a strong influence on the results of safety analysis, for example, the scan in confinement
improvement (sudden increase in confinement time). While GSSR results show a
stabilisation in maximum fusion power as τ multiplier increases, for AINA calculation,
maximum fusion power grows near to linearly.
Regarding optimisation, for the three reference scenarios studied, no melting
happens in the case of overfuelling during short transients. Melting is likely to happen
during long transients and in blanket modules rather than in the divertor. The recovery
time for the plasma control system will be long in these cases.
For the rest of perturbations, very short melting times are found for divertor
targets in the order of the energy confinement time.
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6.7 Conclusions
After the success of new methodology for the analysis of loss of plasma control
transients for Japanese DEMO, AINA code has been applied to the study of loss of
plasma control transients in ITER with this methodology.
However, for the purpose of comparison with previous GSSR results, parameter
scans were also done in maximum fusion power during transients taking combinations
of three plasma equilibrium variables (fusion power, ion temperature and density radial
profile) and three plasma perturbations (overfuelling, overheating and increase in
confinement time). [Ayma01b]
With the new methodology, optimisation has been applied for finding the most
severe transients from the point of view of melting time. Results with optimisation
methodology show that LOPC transients have severe effects for divertor targets.
According to the results, recovery time for the plasma control system should be at
least one order lower than the energy confinement time, because the lower melting
times are found to be in the order of energy confinement time.
The exception is long transients where the blanket modules have time for heating
up inside. However, for these cases the plasma control system will have a long time for
recovery.
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Chapter 7: Fusion neutron source model for the
systems analysis of a tokamak power plant
7.1 Introduction
In the frame of the conceptual design activities developed under the Spanish
Breeding Blanket Technology Programme TECNO FUS,[Perl09] which take as the design
starting point the C model of the European Fusion Power Plant Conceptual
Study,[NAGI08, NoFo03] one of the tasks was the development of a system's analysis,
including a volumetric neutron generation model for a fusion plasma.
The neutron wall loading calculation for tokamaks has been investigated in the
past by different works.[ChWu03] Currently, complex models which integrate CAD design
and neutronics analysis of the walls with the neutron source have reached a high degree
of refinement.[WFFL08]
This neutron source model can be configured with the different plasma and
geometry parameters generated by the system's analysis in order to calculate results for
neutron wall loading, which is useful as an input for the conceptual design and the
systems analysis.
Neutron simulation has been done using Monte Carlo simulation. The problem has
been restricted to the calculation of the neutron flux crossing the wall surface without
considering its interaction with reactor's wall.
Following the methodology used in a previous work on breeding blanket
neutronics analysis, originated from TecnoFUS program,[COSP11] a 60º sector of the
toroidal geometry has been considered for the calculations.
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Both neutron birth locations and flight directions are considered random variables
in this model, and for each neutron the intersection point in the external toroidal surface
is calculated.
The model developed in this work can calculate the poloidal wall loading angular
distribution. Arbitrary plasma and wall shapes of the poloidal section can be configured.
The model has been validated with previous simulations of ITER wall neutronic
poloidal profile, and a parametric study has been performed on different plasma
geometries and radial profiles to check the variability of the neutronic poloidal profile.
In this chapter, a model for the neutron generation in a generic tokamak plasma
and vessel geometry has been developed on the basis of Monte Carlo simulation, which
can calculate the neutron wall loading poloidal distribution.
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7.2 Methodology of the analysis
7.2.1 Toroidal geometry and radial profile of the neutron source
The first problem is to define a parameterizable plasma geometry. Tokamak
plasma geometry has toroidal symmetry, and the poloidal section contours can be
defined[ChWu03, PeRo94] as shown in Eq. 7.1.
R

R

r
δ sinθ
ϵa 1
a
z κ a sinθ
where:
R : major radius
a: minor radius
r: poloidal radius
θ: poloidal angle
κ: plasma elongation
ϵ: plasma triangularity

r
a

r cos θ

Eq. 7.1

Eq. 7.1 describes constant pressure surfaces. At these surfaces, temperatures and
densities are taken as constant, and thus radial variations are established, usually with a
parabolic profile, but also pedestal and internal transport barriers can be modelled
easily. A possible selection of parabolic profile equations can take the form shown in
Eq. 7.2.
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1

Eq. 7.2
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The variable xmax is the value at the plasma axis. Figure 7-1 shows examples for
the three cases.
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Figurre 7-1: Exampples of radial parabolic
p
prof
ofiles: bare pro
ofile (continuo
ous), profile w
with pedestal
(ddashed) and tw
wo profiles with an ITB, onne of them representing a ho
ollow core (daash-dot).

Thhus, for a pllasma operaating in H m
mode and iso
otopic contrrol of radiall compositio
on,
we could have thee profiles shown
s
in E
Eq. 7.3, wh
here ρ is th
he density oof hidrogen
nic
species and Ti is thhe ion tempeerature.
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Eq. 7.3
7

1

,

O
Once the raddial profiles of ionic ttemperaturee and densiities are deetermined, the
t
neutronn productionn is calculatted from a kknown reacctivity functtion. The reesulting rad
dial
profile of the gennerated neuttrons depennds on the radial pro
ofiles of T and n. If no
pedestalls or ITBs are used, we can folllow the method
m
outliined by Chhen,[ChWu03] to
model the neutronn source raadial profille with a parabolic
p
equation,
e
w
with exponeent
2
, where
w
it is assumed tthat 〈 〉
. Otherwise,
O
tthe individu
ual
profiles must be coomposed as shown in E
Eq. 7.4.
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A compparison of both casess can be seeen in Figu
ure 7-2. Thee resulting neutron
n
genneration tak
kes place
geeneration raadial profilees are very similar, beecause the neutron
m
mostly at thee high temp
perature plaasma core. Therefore,
T
the
t temperaature pedesttal at the
eddge can be ignored
i
in th
he calculatiion.

F
Figure 7-2: Exxample of norrmalised radiaal parabolic profiles, showing the resultinng neutron geeneration
profilee.

If a scennario with an
a ITB7 is cconsidered, the resultin
ng neutron ssource radiaal profile
is affected ass shown in Figure
F
7-3. It can be seen
s
how th
he sharp falll of the tem
mperature
stops the fusiion reaction
n.
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Figure 7-3: Normalised
N
raadial profiles for
f an ITB sceenario.

7.2.2 W
Wall load
ding calcu
ulation
Neeutron simuulation was done usingg Monte Caarlo method
dology. Thee problem has
h
been resstricted to the
t calculattion of the nneutron dep
position at the
t border oof the plasm
ma
poloidall section, orr at the wall surface, iff geometry information
n is availablle. Interactiion
with reaactor wall iss not consid
dered.
Foor the positiions of the neutron
n
birtth and impaact locationss, a cartesiann system with
origin inn the centerr of the toru
us, x axis croossing the plasma
p
axis at the referrence poloid
dal
section, and y axis perpendicu
ular to that section, waas selected. The toroidaal coordinattes
in this ssystem are shown
s
in Eq
q. 7.5.
x

R

y

R

r
δ sinθ
ϵϵa 1
a
r
rccos θ δ sinθ
ϵϵa 1
a
z κrsinθ
ϕ: torroidal angl e
rccos θ

r
a
r
a

cosϕ
sinϕ

Eq. 7.5
7

Foor each birtth location, the flight ddirection is obtained from
f
a unifo
form sphericcal
distribuution obtaineed by suppo
osing the cooordinates are
a normally
y distributedd.[Mars72, Mervv59]
The collision point for each neeutron is caalculated as the intersection of thee straight paath
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with the external border of the plasma or with the wall surface. When for the impact
points only the external plasma surface is used, they can be described as in Eq. 7.6.
birth location
r

R

ρ

cos θ

ϵa 1

δsinθ

ρ

r
cosϕ
x
y
r
sinϕ
z
κρ
sinθ
0⩽ρ
⩽ a, 0 ⩽ θ
⩽ 2π, π⁄6 ⩽ ϕ ⩽ π⁄6
impact location
x
R
acos θ
δsinθ
cosϕ
y

R

acos θ
z

δsinθ
κasinθ

a

Eq. 7.6

sinϕ

To find the collision point, the nearest intersection of the flight path with the outer
surface is calculated in the cartesian system, as shown in Eq. 7.7.
x
y
z

x
y
z

L
L
L

cosα
cosα
cosα

Eq. 7.7

The system of equations in Eq. 7.7 has four unknowns, the missing fourth
equation necessary to solve it would be the geometric restriction of the wall surface.
The solution is found numerically by varying the path length from the birth location
until it touches the wall surface.
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7.3 N
Numericaal results
Thhe previoussly describeed algorithm
ms were cod
ded in a c++ program,, running in
na
desktopp PC machinne, and usin
ng up to 1,0000,000 runss for each simulation.
Ass a validatioon, ITER configurationn was checked againstt available IITER neutrron
[
wall loaading data.[Iter02]
It waas found thaat the best fit for sim
mulation resuults with th
his
plasma geometry equations is obtainedd using a plasma shiift value oof -0.55. The
T
calculatted neutron flux poloid
dal distributiion was con
nverted to MW/m2
M
corrresponding to
the 400M
MW ITER scenario.
Fiigure 7-4 shows thee comparisoon betweeen both sim
mulations. ITER1 daata
[Iter02]
represennts simulatiion data av
vailable from
m ITER pro
oject,
which is veery similar to
[WFFL08]
that fouund in a receent benchm
marking worrk.
IT
TER2 data represents rresults from
ma
simulatiion with thee model dev
veloped in tthis work. Part
P of the differences
d
aare due to the
t
geometrry used in calculations.
c
.

Fiigure 7-4: Neu
utron flux disttribution for ITER
I
400MW scenario.

Thhe effect off the geometry parameeters on the peaking factor
f
and minimal wall
w
loading has also beeen checked
d.. The methhodology ussed was a seensitivity annalysis arou
und
the plassma geomeetry parameeters used tto model ITER scenaario, which are R=6.2m,
a=2.0m, k=1.7, d=
=0.33 and e=-0.55.
e
Thhis means th
hat, when a parameterr changes, the
t
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p
remain uncchanged in
n their referrence valuees. In figurres from
reest of the parameters
Fiigure 7-5 too Figure 7--8, the effeccts of the aspect
a
ratio, elongationn, triangulaarity and
pllasma shift on
o peaking factor and m
minimum factor
fa
are sh
hown.
Peakingg factor was selectedd because it
i can show
w the quallity of the plasma
coonfigurationn from the point
p
of vieew of blank
ket design. Minimum factor was selected
beecause it cann show the variation inn the flux afffecting the divertor reggion.

Figure 7-5: Variation of peaking
p
factorr and minimum
m factor of neu
utron wall loaading with thee aspect
ratio.
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Figure 77-6: Variation of peaking factor and miniimum factor off neutron walll loading withh the elongatio
on.

Figgure 7-7: Variation of peakking factor andd minimum factor of neutro
on wall loading
ng with the
triaangularity.
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Figure 7-8: Variation
V
of peaking factor and minimum
m factor of neu
utron wall loaading with the plasma
shift.

Low asspect ratio designs haave a high
her peaking factor, buut the increement is
m
moderate. Ellongation an
nd triangulaarity have virtually
v
no
o effect on the peaking
g factor.
Thhe plasma shift,
s
howev
ver, shows a strong inflluence on th
he peaking ffactor.
Plasma shift causees a large inncrease in th
he maximum
m wall loadding as it moves
m
the
pllasma core towards
t
thee wall. As itt could be expected,
e
th
he maximum
m wall loadiing has a
reelative minim
mum for a certain
c
valuue of ε.
Regardiing the min
nimum factoor, an increaase in the ellongation annd a decreaase in the
asspect ratio seem
s
to hav
ve the most relevant efffect to minimize it. Triiangularity and
a shift
haave little efffect. From the
t previouss figures fro
om Figure 7-5
7 to Figuree 7-8, it can
n be seen
allso that ITER design su
ucceeds in hhaving a low
w peaking faactor.
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Figuree 7-9: Neutronn wall loading
g poloidal prof
ofiles correspo
onding to diffeerent neutron ssource radiall
pprofiles.

Thhe effect off the neutron
n source raddial profile is shown in Figure 7--9. In generral,
neutronns are mainlly produced
d near the hhot plasma center, and
d this effecct causes litttle
variation in the fiinal neutron
n wall loadding. Howeever, three distributionns have beeen
tested too show the effect. On
ne of them ccorrespondss to a parab
bolic profilee with a hiigh
value off α. Another correspon
nds to a unifform distrib
bution. The realistic onee correspon
nds
to an inntermediate value of α which
w
in faact is the on
ne that fits better
b
with tthe ITER wall
w
loading data, and was
w used forr the rest off the calculaations.
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7.4 Conclusions
A neutron source model has been developed which can calculate the fusion
neutron source for arbitrary tokamak and plasma poloidal shapes using a 3-D Monte
Carlo algorithm. Results have been compared with simulations from other codes for the
ITER 400 MW scenario.
Plasma density and temperature radial profiles have been characterised by
variations of parabolic profiles which can represent an edge pedestal and internal
transport barriers. The neutron generation radial profile has been characterised with the
previous density and temperature profiles. Two examples have been shown, one
corresponding to an ITER-like H-mode scenario, and the other to an advanced scenario
with an ITB, which has been characterised from a previous work.[Yama09]
The effect of different plasma geometry parameters in the wall loading has been
checked. Low aspect ratio designs increase the difference between maximum and
minimum of wall loading. An increase in elongation maintains constant the maximum
wall loading while decreasing the minimum. Triangularity variation does not affect
significantly the wall loading poloidal profile. Plasma shift raises greatly the maximum
wall loading as it moves the plasma core towards the wall. Therefore, the maximum
wall loading has a relative minimum for a certain value of ε. Plasma shift has a small
influence on the minimum wall loading in comparison.
The developed model has the purpose of serving as a tool for flexible, parametric
studies, and can be coupled with other codes for systems analysis and conceptual design
activities.
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Chapter 8: Summary and conclusions
8.1 Conclusions
Safety in nuclear devices is of the outmost importance, especially in regards to the
acceptance of the public. The concept of nuclear fusion by magnetic confinement shows
some characteristics that make it safe against runaway accidents like Fukushima or
Chernobyl, due to the small amount of fuel and to the inherent instability of the burning
process. Therefore, an uncontrolled power excursion that induces significant
radiological consequences is very unlikely.
Besides, the activity does not generate long term activated residues. Safety studies
generally focus on minimising the inventory of tritium, radioactive dust and corrosion
activated products that can be released during an accident.
In the context of safety studies for ITER and DEMO devices, AINA code is used
for the calculation of plasma-wall transients and its consequences for in-vessel
components. It is a very small area of safety studies, but to develop this work a complex
code is necessary.
The work of this thesis has consisted basically on the development of AINA code,
and the safety studies performed with the code. Additionally, systems studies were
performed in the frame of Tecno_FUS program and also as a contribution to the
development of a systems code.
The work has not been sequential. In fact there was a lot of feedback, as new
models and understanding were developed. Also several small codes were developed in
support of AINA calculations.
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There is no doubt that the most important block of work done in this thesis was the
development of AINA code. It involved the implementation of many different
numerical, physical and engineering models, in a simple enough way, sometimes with
scalings derived from other, more specialized codes and with a higher degree of detail.
The main motivation for developing a new code was a revision of previous results
of LOPC analysis with AINA in 2007, done at the request of request of ITER Safety,
because they detected some strange results. The subsequent validation activity of former
AINA code showed some problems in the old fortran code that were very difficult to
solve just by adding small changes. Therefore, a re-engineering activity started that
eventually gave birth to a new C++ code.
The development of a scientific code implies the use of a lot of different skills. It
is necessary to know about coding, about algorithms, and about the field of research.
This is true for every small scientific code, but in the case of AINA, which is composed
of about 15,000 lines of C++ code, and of many models accounting for very complex
phenomena, it is a very poor description of the content of the work.
Regarding coding, it was necessary to establish a development framework,
comprising tools, activities, and skills.
-

A design activity was setup, comprising requirements definition, search
and study of models; code structure design; and mockup testing.
Coding activity was based on object oriented programming in C++ and use
of Design by Contract checking code everywhere in the code.
Debugging activity, including number of fault, date of occurrence, time
used to solve it and other relevant data, was registered to check reliability
growing.

Regarding algorithms, the code was divided in four different blocks:
-

Structural code, comprising interface, input and output of data, and parts of
the code executing the main flux diagram.
Numerical models, comprising numerical algorithms used during the
simulation.
Physical models, comprising the plasma core models, the pedestal-SOL
models and the erosion models.

Regarding the field of research, the development of AINA code took years of
study, and still the activity continues.
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The conclusion is that a scientific code reflects the scientific knowledge of its
developer or developers. In the case of AINA code, which is the main outcome of this
thesis, it reflects the knowledge that I learned during the last eight years from this
marvellous congregation of skilled geniuses that compose the world of fusion research.
One of the purposes of safety studies with AINA code is to offer confidence about
the behaviour of plasma in off-normal transients. It is very important then to assure the
conservativeness of results. This is particularly difficult when it comes to plasma
physics because of the uncertainties remaining.
The methodology for assuring conservativeness in relation to plasma has been the
expansion of the limits of the operation window, the range where the plasma is stable.
This way, it is assured that the discharge will last more time and thus the melting risk
for in-vessel components is increased.
The calculation unit of AINA work is a plasma transient. To calculate it, an
equilibrium configuration is provided, and also a perturbation, which will consist in a
plasma perturbation or a thermohydraulic accident. The result is the evolution of plasma
variables, and also of temperatures of in-vessel components.
To cover the uncertainties of plasma behaviour, many different transients are
analysed. In previous studies it was done through parametric scans, but now the study is
performed by optimisation. The optimisation algorithm decides the next transient on the
basis of results of a previous analysed transient. This methodology is very similar to that
used in systems studies, and is an example of the synergies that both activities had
during this thesis.
Due to the delay in having access to PROCESS code, systems study activity was
started at UPC-FEEL in the frame of Tecno_FUS research programme. A requirements
study showed that AINA code models could be used as the core of a future systems
analysis, and thus several studies were done to promote this task.
Simple 0D plasma equilibrium equations were identified as suitable for the plasma
core equations, and several simple models for engineering systems were developed and
integrated in Scilab, producing results such as a map of plasma operation window and
results for plant efficiency calculations.
In addition, a simple Montecarlo code was developed for calculation of neutron
wall loading for varying toroidal geometries and plasma pressure radial profiles. The
purpose was to obtain wall loadings in a fast way for different reactor designs. Results
of this code were compared with ITER wall loading results with acceptable agreement.
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The development of systems studies in the frame of this thesis came from the fact
that AINA code has many similarities with a fusion systems code. Both are complex
codes with many models implemented in a simplified way to minimize the
computational effort of calculations.
In fact, future safety studies could take models currently implemented in systems
analysis to study new cases including variables like magnetic field and plasma current
variation, that can have a strong influence on the development of a plasma transient.
A systems study with PROCESS code was developed at CCFE Culham, where a python
script was developed to automate the calculations with PROCESS code. The results
were also interesting to acquire more insight into the systems study area.
The python script developed for PROCESS group was based on an Excel macro
developed for automation of AINA execution. This kind of productivity code is of
outmost importance when developing parametric studies with codes like AINA or
PROCESS, because they allow the computer to run a long series of simulations
autonomously.
AINA code is used in a context of high uncertainty about plasma physics and also
about the final engineering design of in-vessel components. The purpose of its use is to
obtain conservative results that can be used in the context of accident sequence analysis
or, generally speaking, to provide useful results for safety or conceptual design
activities.
Systems studies are also being explored in relation to AINA code because both
areas of research have synergies that can be used to improve the code and the results.
The study of two simultaneous perturbations in the development of a plasma
transient was not demanded by ITER, but served to the purpose of exploring new
methodologies for finding answers in relation to the study of plasma transients.
The results showed that, if a transient is considered where the plasma evolves in
quasi-static equilibrium, then it is possible to predict in a relatively simple way the
characteristics of the transient just knowing the initial state and the characteristics of the
perturbations.
Even if the application of this study is rather limited, it served to the purpose of
exploring a new methodology of work, and to get insight in the behavior of a 0D plasma
transient inside the operation window.
A new study of the Passive Plasma Termination for Beryllium Evaporation was
done in 2013-2014 with the new AINA code. This study was the first task of this thesis
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work in 2008. Initially it consisted of developing a new erosion model for the existing
AINA code and to apply the new code to the study of the ITER safety case “Passive
plasma termination for beryllium evaporation”.
The task included the study of the reference case and also a sensitivity analysis on
some parameters that showed uncertainty. The results were not conclusive about the
possibility of melting of beryllium First Wall before passive shutdown, but this is not
relevant for safety, just for the protection of investment. What the results showed clearly
is that, attending to AINA simulations, plasma discharge would end passively.
This time, a Matlab code for the calculation of view factors between faces of
different in-vessel components, including divertor, was developed. The code can
calculate view factors for different toroidal geometries and with arbitrary degree of
detail.
With the new configuration and with the new AINA code, the study was repeated,
and was able to show melting at some points of the First Wall before the end of the
discharge. Again, due to the uncertainties of the calculation, and to the fact that plasma
discharge will end passively in any case, these results are not relevant from the point of
view of safety, just from the point of view of investment protection.
For 2014, AINA safety studies were demanded for the conceptual design activity
of a Japanese DEMO reactor. The objective was to give an estimate for the plasma
control system recovery time in the case of a malfunction followed by a plasma
transient or by a thermohydraulic accident like an ex-vessel LOCA.
Therefore, a new version of AINA code was developed for safety studies of this
Japanese DEMO design. This version included a thermal model for WCPB (water
cooled pebble bed) breeding blanket and also for divertor. A new model for plasma,
including an integrated pedestal-SOL model, [AHGG03, GHGA07, PKPJ07, John11] based on
parametric equations obtained from simulations with SOLPS code, was also included.
This model will hopefully allow to make a better estimation of the evolution of the peak
heat fluxes over targets. Other models were also changed, like the erosion and impurity
transport models.
Of course, there are big uncertainties about these models, but at least a systematic
approach was established to implement new improvements in the future, based on
parametrisations of results from specialised codes.
During this work, a new approach to the analysis of plasma transients was
developed. The new approach is based on the use of global optimisation of plasma
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transients in the plasma operating window to find the most severe ones from the point of
view of a figure of merit that we are interested in.
In our case, what was demanded was the melting time of the in-vessel
components. Therefore, optimisation was done for this output variable considering a
range of plasma equilibrium variables and plasma perturbations.
This is clearly an improvement upon previous work, which proceeded by
parameter scanning, and which uses a very limited set of samples.
A new methodology has been developed that is clearly better than the previous
one. In the past, parametric scans were performed for giving an estimation of the most
severe transients. These transients were studied in detail later to extract insight for
safety studies.
This had several problems:
First, the parametric scan calculations were only performed for plasma transient,
while keeping a static wall. This was done to save time and computational power.
This effect produced very high values of maximum fusion power, which would
not be possible if the transient calculations stopped after melting.
Now, calculations always include the thermal equilibrium at the Wall, and
therefore the maximum fusion power reached is lower than before.
Besides, the selection of a figure of merit was not optimal. In previous studies,
fusion power was taken to select the most severe transients, but this is only true if we
consider blankets, where power deposition comes mainly from neutronic flux.
However, in this study the objective was to find the lowest melting temperature
transient. These transients are located at the divertor, because the operating conditions
of targets make them very vulnerable to changes in plasma regime.
Because of that, fusion power is not the best figure of merit for estimating
transients with low melting time. Peak heat flux at target could be a good candidate, but
the maximum magnitude reached during a transient is not necessarily related with the
duration of this transient, because it can decrease to rise later. Therefore, the final time
to melting was taken as figure of merit.
Additionally, objective transients were decided based on expert criterion from the
results of the parametric scan. Because of the non-linear nature of the plasma balance
equations, with values for the derivatives that can vary very sharply, the estimation of
the most severe transient could be inaccurate.
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Therefore, a non-linear global optimisation algorithm (basing hopping) has been
implemented, bounded by the operation window of plasma. This algorithm uses a figure
of merit taken from AINA code output as optimising function.
This way, it is possible to argue that the solution obtained is the most severe in the
range of analysis, which should be decided by attending to the uncertainties we attribute
to plasma equilibrium and to the magnitude of plasma perturbations.
The final study was the application of the methodology developed for Japanese
DEMO safety studies to the ITER case of “Loss of Plasma Control Transients”. This
case was not studied again since the validation study done in 2009 for request of ITER
Safety, because the approach for solving it was not found good enough. Now, the new
methodology was applied to this case and yielded different results. Even if they could
be improved on in the future, the most important step is to establish a systematic
approach for finding the most severe cases of these plasma-wall transients.
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8.2 Summary
8.2.1 The following codes have been developed during this thesis:
-

-

-

-

AINA code, a safety code for the analysis of plasma-wall transients in
nuclear fusion reactors of tokamak type. It is composed of about 15,000
lines of C++ code, and the main features are listed in summary of Chapter
2. The following versions were developed in the frame of this thesis:
o ITER version
o Japanese DEMO version
SimSched, simulation scheduler, is an Excel macro for automating
calculations with AINA code. It allows making large series of simulations
without supervision, increasing productivity.
Code in Matlab for calculation of view factors of arbitrary toroidal
geometries, useful for configuring AINA code. This code was developed
by a graduate student under my supervision.
Montecarlo code for the calculation of neutron wall loading from a plasma
source.
Python script for parametric studies with PROCESS code.
Python script for optimisation studies with AINA code.
Scilab code for calculation of systems studies.

8.2.2 The following studies were done:
1. The development of the new AINA code was started in the frame of a
contract between FEEL-UPC and ITER for the development of a Quality
plan for AINA. It turns out that, after an unsuccessful process of
validations of the previous code, the result was a new code.
2. The following safety studies have been performed in the frame of different
research contracts as mentioned in the framework:
o Study of passive plasma termination for beryllium evaporation
during and ex-vessel LOCA transient in ITER
o Study of Loss of Plasma Control transients in ITER
o Safety studies for Japanese DEMO, considering plasma
perturbations or thermohydraulic accidents and assuming loss of
plasma control.
3. The following developments have been done in the frame of Tecno_FUS
program:
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o Parametric studies with PROCESS code.
o Study of neutron wall loading of a tokamak plasma for arbitrary
geometry.

8.2.3 The following innovations were produced by this thesis:
Regarding the passive plasma termination for beryllium evaporation case, the
sensitivity study has shown that beryllium can melt.
Regarding LOPC studies, it has been shown that parametric scan method is not
appropriate to find the most severe plasma transients. An optimisation method has been
proposed to substitute it. Besides, optimisation is done over the melting time instead of
the fusion power used in previous studies.
Regarding Japanese DEMO safety studies, the results of this work are that AINA
project has been consolidated, and methodology for safety studies has been improved.
The result of this research is useful for Japanese DEMO research program, as it gives
information about the recovery time for plasma control system.
Regarding Tecno_FUS research program, the results consolidate the path towards
a new systems code, where physics and many engineering models are already
developed, and only need integration and validation.
Regarding AINA project, this work represents an important consolidation of this
research line.
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Annex 1: List of common symbols
Plasma balance
Ak
BT
βlim
βP
βT
βN
Cbs
E
Eα
ε0
Η
η0
ηS
HH98
fbootstrap
fext
fripple
fα
GTroyon
γNC
IP
jbs
jP
jCD
jΩ
lnΛ
me
ni
nα
nz,j
ne
nD
nT
Pext
Pα / pα
Pi,e / pi,e
PΩ/ pΩ
Pbrem/ pbrem
Pli/ pli
Pcy/ pcy
Pcon

Atomic mass of k‐th impurity species
Toroidal magnetic field
Beta limit
Poloidal beta
Toroidal beta
Normalised beta
Bootstrap constant
Electron charge
Energy due to fusion reaction going to alpha particle
Vacuum permittivity
Plasma resistivity (averaged)
Spitzer resistivity
Spitzer resistivity corrected for impurities
Scale factor for energy confinement time scaling
Bootstrap current fraction
Fraction of external power absorbed by ions
Ripple loss factor
Fraction of alpha power absorbed by ions
Troyon constant
Neoclassical correction factor
Poloidal current
Bootstrap current density
Poloidal current density
Current density due to current drive
Ohmic current density
Coulomb logarithm
Electron mass
Fuel particle density
Alpha particle density
j‐th impurity species particle density
Electron particle density
Deuterium particle density
Tritium particle density
External power
Alpha power/power density
Ion‐electron exchange power/power density
Ohmic power/power density
Bremsstrahlung power/power density
Line power/power density
Synchrotron power/power density
Conductive power losses
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Psep
PTHR
Q
q95
q0
SH
Sα
SZ,j
〈 〉
Ti
Te
τp,H
τp,α
τp,z
τE,i
τE,e
τi,e
Vloop
Zeff
Zj

Power flux crossing the separatrix
Threshold power for confinement mode transition
Amplification factor of fusion power
Safety factor, 95% flux
Safety factor at plasma axis
Fuel particle source
Alpha particle source
j‐th impurity species particle source
DT fusion reaction velocity averaged cross section
Ion temperature
Electron temperature
Fuel particle confinement time
Alpha particle confinement time
j‐th impurity species particle confinement time
Ion energy confinement time
Electron energy confinement time
Ion‐electron heat exchange time
Resistive loop voltage
Effective charge of plasma ions
Atomic number of j‐th impurity species

Plasma geometry
R
A
δ,

,

κ,

,

V,S,p
R
Ρ
αx
x
〈 〉
̅
Β

Major radius
Minor radius
Triangularity, triangularity at upper X point, triangularity at
lower X point
Elongation, elongation at upper X point, elongation at lower X
point
Plasma volume, surface, poloidal perimeter
Radial position in poloidal section (absolute)
Radial position in poloidal section (relative)
Generic plasma variable dimensionless parameter for radial
parabolic profile
Generic plasma variable
Volume average of generic plasma variable
Line average of generic plasma variable
Beta function
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Wall thermal model
Cp
fij
kT,i
kGAP
h∞
Lv
Pneut,i
Prad,

Specific heat of node i
Geometrical view factor between PFC regions i and j
Thermal conductivity of node i
Thermal conductance at a contact surface
Film coefficient at cooling channel
Evaporation heat
Neutronic power for node i
Radiative power at PFC surface
Heat flux lost by sublimation of PFC
Heating source
Material density at node i

Q
ρ,ρi

SOL model
,

PEM
,

Stot
Ppart,module
,
,

Smodule
,

Γmodule
cs
ne(a)
Ei
Φ
ΓS
nS
qi
qe

Surface heat flux to a calculation región
Electromagnetic power
EM radiation peaking factor in a calculation region
Total inner area
Thermal power due to particles in a calculation region
Volume (neutron) heat flux to a calculation region
Neutron flux peaking factor in a calculation region
Area of a calculation region
Total heat flux to a calculation region
Particle flux to a calculation region
Ion sound speed
Electron density t the plasma edge
Heat flux to divertor
Ion bombardment energy
Wall electric potential
Sheath flux
Sheath particle density
Ion energy flux over surface (sheath model)
Electron energy flux over surface (sheath model
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Impurities model
Ap
Cscreen
D

E0
Eth
ETS
ES
λz
λn
md
S(t)imp
τd
Y(t)e
Yad
Ychem
Ydam
Yphy
YRES
Ysurf
Ytherm

Surface area of the plasma
Screening coefficient
Cross‐field diffusion coefficient
Impurity source by thermal sublimation
Impurity source by erosion
Total impurity source
Incident particle energy
Threshold energy
Thomas‐Fermi energy
Surface binding energy
Mean free path for ionisation of the impurity
Plasma density decay length
Dust production
Impurity source
Duration of impurity transport
Impurity production rate
Adatom yield
Chemical erosion yield
Erosion yield due to damage caused by incident ions
Physical erosion yield
Beryllium RES yield
Surface term yield in chemical erosion
Thermal term yield in chemical erosion
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C transiients in
n ITER: Figurees
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Fiigure A2-1: Maximum
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mperatures, AINA
A
calculatiions for ITER 500MW indu
uctive scenario
o.

OVERFU
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Fiigure A2-2: Maximum
M
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ate for differeent initial fusio
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poower, AINA caalculations forr ITER inductiive scenarios.
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Figurres

MAXIMUM FUSION POWER DURING TRANSIENT
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VERFUELLIN
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Figure A22-3: Maximum
m fusion poweer in case of inncrease in fuelling rate for different initiaal density
profile, A
AINA calculatiions for ITER 500MW inducctive scenario
o.
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Figure A22-4: Maximum
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temperatuure, AINA callculations for ITER
I
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W inductive sceenario.
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ment improvement for differ
erent initial
fussion power, AINA
A
calculatiions for ITER inductive scen
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M
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1 keV, PFUS=
=500MW
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Anneex 3: Sim
mSched
d, an applicatio
on to peerform
multiiple sim
mulation
ns with AINA
A
code
c
SimSchhed, which stands forr “Simulation Scheduller”, is an Excel spreadsheet
coontaining a visual basicc macro, ablle to processs multiple simulation
s
rrequests.
AINA user only must speccify the vaalues of paarameters thhat changee among
sim
mulations, and SimSched willl change the confiiguration ffiles, execcute the
coorrespondinng AINA sim
mulations annd store thee output filees with an ap
appropriate name,
n
in
booth text andd excel form
mat.
At the beginning
b
of
o this thesiis work, sim
mulations were
w
execute
ted one by one,
o
and
reesults were compiled by
b the user. A parametter scan forr the study oof LOPC trransients
coould take weeks
w
using several de sktop comp
puters and needing
n
a tteam of useers. With
thhis macro, calculations are executeed autonomo
ously, witho
out supervission.

Figure A
A3-1: Main sh
heet in SimSch
hed

It includdes three staages:
- Preproocessing: co
onfigurationn files are created
c
from
m parameterrs specified
d in each
roow of the sppreadsheet, and
a stored iin a configu
urations fold
der.
- Processing: simulations are eexecuted seequentially for
f each connfiguration file, and
ouutput files are
a stored in
n an output ffolder.
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- Postprocessing: output files are read to extract statistics like maxima, minima or
average values for all the output variables, and these value are stored in a statistics
spreadsheet.
In Figure A3-1, the main input sheet is shown. Here, the AINA user must
configure the path to AINA application directory. The simulations are configured in
individual rows. The two first columns are auxiliary fields, for information purposes. In
this case, the number of simulation and a code for the figure that will include the results.
The next columns are variables to be modified in the file input_vars.xml.
The last column must be blank to change the configuration file. Otherwise,
SimSched will skip it.
SimSched application uses a special version of AinaGui application named
AinaGuiAuto, that starts execution immediately, and exits after finishing calculations.
Besides, it uses a directory structure composed by the folder “SCRIPT”, containing
template configuration files and the subfolders “configuraciones” and “resultados”,
where configuration files and results are stored.
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Anneex 4: Vieew factoor calcu
ulation code
The ressults of thee view facttor code arre used to configure A
AINA simu
ulations,
mproving prrevious stud
dies and alsso allowing the configu
uration of aarbitrary geometries
im
off next-step reactors.
r

Featu
ures
Figure A4-1
A
showss an exampple of resultss from this code, with the originall surface
m
marked as thhe isolated red point in the left
ft. Green po
oints repressent the ceenters of
suurfaces thatt can be seen from thhe origin an
nd red poin
nts represennting the ceenters of
hiidden surfacces.

Fiigure A4-1: Exxample of resu
ults from calcculation of view
w factor between ITER in-vvessel compon
nents.
Diimensions aree in mm.

The coode allows using any poloidal co
onfiguration
n, with a vvariable nu
umber of
seections. It makes
m
possib
ble to increease the num
mber of sections on reggions of intterest for
m
more accuratte studies about
a
the ccritical secttion where, for exampple, the hig
gher FW
teemperature is
i achieved in a LOCA
A accident.
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In addition the code can calculate the view factor matrix for future shapes of
symmetric fusion reactors like DEMO, and also can calculate the view factor from
module to module for none toroidally symmetric reactors.

Algorithm of the code
First of all, the user is asked about the poloidal configuration of the reactor. It can
be introduced either by writing the length of the sections and its poloidal orientation or
also by writing the Cartesian coordinates. The user should also write the number of
modules on the toroidal direction for each section.
Then, the code determines the toroidal and poloidal position of each section and
calculates the vertices, center and surface of each module.
Once the code has the 3D configuration of the reactor, it starts the calculations.
Two functions are used, one for calculating the view factor of two isolated faces, and
the other to calculate the interference of other surfaces.
Symmetry considerations allow to simplify calculations, because the view factors
on the right side will be the same as in the left side.
Finally, a sum of the view factor from the first module of a certain section A to all
modules corresponding to section B is done. That is how the code can finally give a 2D
matrix of view factors from a 3D configuration, that can be used as input for AINA
simulations.

Symmetry assumption
Symmetry considerations allow to simplify calculations, because the view factors
on the right side will be the same as in the left side.
Other consideration is that the distribution of the view factors of one module is the
same that any other module situated on the same poloidal section, that is why the code
only calculate the view factor from one module for each section to all the modules.
Finally, even there is no symmetry in the matrix calculated it can be related and if
the surfaces of the sections are known is possible to calculate just half of the matrix,
because Fa->b*Sa/Sb=Fb->a. However, the code doesn’t use that propriety just for the
reason of checking that is working properly all around the reactor.
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Limitations of the code
Some limitations of the algorithm impose limits to the accuracy of the solution.
For example:
The calculation uses discrete surfaces, which make results less accurate. However,
it makes calculations faster.
The treatment of overlapping of surfaces is approximate, because overlapping is
detecting by ray tracing and thus partial overlapping treatment depends on the number
of vertices that are hidden. The accuracy could be improved by dividing overlapping
modules in submodules.
The computational time in a desktop computer with this Matlab script could be
approximated as y=0.0028x, where y is the amount of hours spent on the simulation and
x the number of submodules to analyze. So for 4000 submodules, that is not so much
the simulation spends about 12 hours.

ITER configuration simplifications
The following simplifications are considered:
-

The gap between the modules is not taken into account, but it is actually of
about 10 mm.
All faces are considered flat, but in fact they are convex.
The divertor is modeled with nine straight modules but in fact it is a curved
surface.
Configuration is purely symmetric when in the real configurations some
modules are substituted by some ports
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Annex 5: Python script for 2D parametric scans
with PROCESS code
Code description
In the frame of systems studies done for the Tecno_FUS project at CCFE, a
python script was developed which can be used to perform a 2D scan over selected
input variables, and give outputs for different variables and error codes, which can be
helpful to map the behaviour of both the operational space and the PROCESS solver.
The script is configured through a simple text file, so there is no need for the user
to change the python source code. Other features include:
- Feedback of the previous output data to the current iteration input file, in order to
improve the convergence.
- Generation of error files showing convergence problems and changes in the
vector of saturated variables, which can help to interpret unexpected changes in the
solutions.
A lot of work was still remaining to make this script functional for PROCESS
users, however this initial version showed the potential of this technique in performing
sensitivity analyses with PROCESS.
Future work can include:
- Use of the script with different INPUT files, currently it has been only tested
with the last version of DEMO 2013 input file.
- More complete error checking for the configuration and input files, to avoid
undesired effects on the code function.
- Direct generation of figures from the data output.
Some results generated with the script:

DEMO 2013 sensitivity analysis
On the basis of DEMO2 2013 IN.DAT file, several sensitivity studies were done
by performing 2D parametric scans over two variables simultaneously with the python
script and PROCESS code. The sensitivity analyses are described in the following:
1.- Change the current drive efficiency multiplier (FEFFCD) and wallplug
efficiency (ETANBI) in a systematic way, and see how the solution changes, bearing in
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mind that PROCESS is trying here to find a minimum major-radius machine that still
gives 500MW net electric power, so more current drive power will require more
electrical power, and more fusion power, and therefore a bigger machine.
The script was configured to perform a parametric scan over both variables. The
results are shown plotting the product ETANBI x gammaNBI against the major radius.
It can be seen that, as the global performance of the NBI system increases, the reduction
in the major radius due to a better efficiency reaches saturation.
R vs. EtaNBIxgammaNBI
0.4

0.35

EtaNBIxgammaNBI

0.3
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R

Figure A5-1: product ETANBI x gammaNBI against the major radius

2.- In addition we want to protect the divertor by limiting the exhaust power which
gets to it (output pdivt). As injected and fusion powers increase, this will go up, so we
will want to increase the radiation from the plasma to compensate. We do this by
increasing (or decreasing, if pdivt is acceptable) the seeded impurity fraction CFE0 in
the input file. This can also be iron (ZFEAR=0 (default)) or argon (ZFEAR=1).
Changing this will again affect the radiation and the plasma dilution.
For this analysis, the script was configured to perform a parametric scan with the
fraction of impurities (CFE0) and the type of impurities (ZFEAR), and taking as output
variables the exhaust power (pdivt) and the major radius. The selected figure of merit to
plot was pdivt/rmajor, and a threshold value of 12 MW/m was considered as optimum.
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Power to divertor
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Figure A5-2: parametric scan with the fraction of impurities (CFE0) and the type of impurities
(ZFEAR). The selected figure of merit to plot was pdivt/rmajor, and a threshold value of 12 MW/m was
considered as optimum.

In the figure, it can be seen how for the argon curve there are three anomalous
points. These are due to numerical Problems when finding the solution. However, the
general tendency of the curve is clear. From the results it can be seen that iron needs a
lower impurity fraction in plasma to reach the threshold value for divertor load, so it is
more efficient than argon.
3.- It is also worth exploring a little advanced plasma scenarios. What happens if
we allow H to increase (increase BOUNDU(10))? What happens if we change the
plasma profiles to represent decreasing collisionality (compare alphan = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5)?
Does allowing a higher beta limit (set DNBETA) help? (If not, what other factors are
preventing us from reaching the beta limit?)
In the two next figures we see the results of a 2D scan in HH98 and alphaN
variables.
For the first figure we can see how, as HH98 increases, the major radius decreases
until reaching a saturation value. It is due to the beta limit being reached, what blocks
further improvement.
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In the second figure we can see how, for alphaN>0.23, the major radius reach a
saturation curve, due also to the beta limit being reached.
R vs. HH98 for different alphaN
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Figure A5-3: 2D scan in HH98 and alphaN variables
R vs. alphaN for different values of HH98
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Figure A5-4: 2D scan in HH98 and alphaN variables
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In the next two figures we see the effect of increasing the beta limit allowed over
the major radius.
Combined increase in HH98 and DNBETA allow the major radius to decrease.
And a liomit in te value of any of the two variables block the decreasing of the major
radius.
R vs. HH98 for different values of DNBETA
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Figure A5-5: effect of increasing the beta limit allowed over the major radius
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R vs. DNBETA for different values of HH98
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Figure A5-6: effect of increasing the beta limit allowed over the major radius
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